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bué not snails (8-11). Normaliy, caterpillars and snaiìs like to eat some plants 
( 12~~ 13). Every animai either likes t o eat ali plants or ali ani mals much smalier 
thar, itseìf that like t o eat some plants ( 14). Conclusion: t h ere is an animai 
that likes to eat a gra.in~eating animai. 

The ELP in Fig. 2 has one GL( <----L )~answer se t S. This answer se t contains 
gl), l( Wr, br) an d l(fr, 61), which consti tute two constructive solutions t o the 

P,uzzle (in<,he sense that (wr,Òr,gl) and (fr,b1 ,gl) are witnesses to the answer). 
'·-·OntraposJt;ve reasomng Js essential to the solution, because (14) has to be used 
m chree dìfferent directions, for each solution. To illustrate the non~monotonic 
cÌlaracte:· of the above formalizatìon, Vi!agner introduces an abnormal bird O that 
di:likc.s caterpillars, and a fox F that likes to eat all smaller animals which are 

vegetarian. 

15. b(O) 

Li) "1(0, :c)._ c( x) 
l. 

18. l(F, x)._ a( x), sm(x, F), not ~veg(x) 

19. •veg(x) ._ a(y), l(x,y). 

SiEr::e O dislikes caterpillars, two facts can be deduced. F'irst. t h ere is no evidence 
that O likes to eat any animai. By (18), ic follows that F .would Jike to eat 0. 
Secondly, through (14), it can be concluded that O likes to eat some grain. Thus we 
get one more solution to the puzzle. Wagner proposes this inference as a benchmark 
lèst. for aùcomated reasoning systems. The extended ELP consisting of (1)-(19) 
~o l ves the puzzle. Its umque GL( <----L )~answer set S' contains l(F, O) an d l( O, g1 ì. 

1\'otç tha.t well~founded Lukasiewicz's semantics yields the same results. More pr~~ 
t h è least alternating GL( <----L )~answer sets of the two programs are ( S S) 

a>Jd (S', S'), respectively. This is interesting, because this well~founded seman~ics 
can be . efficiently (it can be shown tha.t, for all ground programs P, the 
Jei,s_t answe: set can be computed intime O(IPI 2 )). Unlike most (alJ?) 

che noH~monotomc formahsms m PTIIVJ:E, the well~founded semantics based on 
L·ù'x:asìuncz's logic is able to sol ve complex reasoning problems involving incomplete 
1ni011na.t1on. 

1\. mm'non objectìon Ìs that through strong or pseudo nega.tion ( a.nd hence a.n~ 
s<NeT sds, etc.) one can ea.sìly solve the sa.me benchmark problems, by 

the contrapositives of prog:ra.m rules; moreover this solution is 
claimc:dto ~.,,, more flexible, since progrc,mmers can decide whethe~ they want con~ 
trapo,s;m·es or not. This objection disregards the computational cost of the pro~ 
posea . . wh1ch may cause a quadratic blow~up of space and time complexity. 
Therefore2 th1s sol~bon JS not .a.cc:eptable in practice for large programs. Seconclly, 
a.dopt!ng LukasJewJcz's sema.nbcs causes no loss of flexibiìity. When a. one~way rule 
"1f B then A" Ìs really needed ( although I know of no really convincing motivation 
for such rules) then i t suffices t o rewrite the rule as A <---- B, B. W e conclude that 
in genera!, removing contrapositives when they are not needed is better tha.n addin~ 
contra.positives when they are needed. 
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3"2 Refl.exive Transformation 

The Gelfond~Lifschitz transformation removes all the program rules w" ,eh cannot 
produce a.ny interesting consequence when implica.tion is interprete d as fiowever, 
when the truth tables by Kleene a.nd Luka.siewicz are a.dopted, these rules may 
produce interesting conclusions. H is interesting to study a different transformation 
which turns each ELP into a. monotonic ELP without removing any rule. 

Definition 3,8 The refiexive transforrnation of P with respect to S, denoted by 
p:_E , is obtained from P by deleting all literals not L such that L t/. S, and by 

replacing each literal not L su eh that L E S with L. 

The name "reflexive" is due to a deep ana.logy with reflexive expansions. If not is 

interpreted as -.L, then (1) ca.n be rephrased as 

E = {'P l AE( P) U {no t ,P l 1/J t/. E} U {no t 1/J <--> -.,p l 1/J E E} f- 'P}. 

Clearly, P!}., is nothing but a simplifìcation of AE( P) using {no t 1/J 1 1/J t/. E} an d 
{ not 7}; <--> -.,p l 1/J E E}. Not surprisingly, we obtain the following result. 

Theorem 3.9 Far all ELP 1s P 1 S is an RE(<-K)-answer set of P iff AE(P) has 

a refiexive expansion T such that LIT(T) = S. 

Alternating RE(+-- K )-answer sets do no t correspond to any semantics for extended 

logic programs proposed in the literature. 

Exarn p le 3 .l O Consider the nonna] program P = {A <---- K no t B, B <---- K no t 
C <-K A, C +-K notA}. While the well~founded mode! of P corresponds to the al~ 
ternating sets (0, {A, B, C}) , the least alternating answer set of P is ( {C}, {A, B, 
C}). Note that Cis derived although neither A nor notA are clerivable; as expected, 

Kleene's semantics supports nonconstructive inferences. 

N ext w e focus o n <==. Of course, sin ce <== is similar t o an inference w e 
obtain a sema.ntics which is very similar to sta.ndard answer sets. 

Theorem 3.11 Far all ELP 's P 1 there is a one io one correspondence belween 

consistent RE(<== )-answer sets of P and answer sets of P . 

The difference between RE and GL becomes evident when a.lternating ansv1rcr sets 

are considered. 

Exarnple 3.12 Let P= {A<== not B, -.A<== not C, B <== not C, -.C}. The lea.st 
alterna.ting GL( <== )~answer se t is ( {-.C}, LIT), while the least a.lterna.ting RE(<==)~ 
answer set is (S, S), where S = { •C, B, ·A}. Here, RE translates not Cinto •C; 
so, from •C we can derive -.A a.nd B. The effect is similar to the coherence principle 
of WF'SX (from -.C infer not C). In fa.ct, the least a.lternating RE(<== )~answer set 
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is always equivalent to WFSX, when the second element of the former is not LIT. 
In generai, however, VVFSX is stronger. Consider P' = {A ço not -,A, -,A ço 

notA, B '*= not C, -,c, D '*= notE}. The least alternating RE( ço )-answer set of 
P' is M= ( {-,c, B }, LIT). ìNFSX allows to conclude also notE a.nd D. 

For norma! programs, one can prove that the least alternating RE( ço )-answer sets 
capture exactly the well-founded semantics. 

Finally, we con si der Lukasiewicz's implication. RE(<--- L)-a.nswfò_r_ sets are in one
to-one correspondence with the generalized stable models of [ll J l and hence, they 
pr9;:idethe dependency-directed backtracking mechanism of justification:based TMSs 
[6] wit]~ a:Jogical characte;ization. 

Theorem 3.13 Lei P be a normallogic program with constmmts. There is a one 
io one correspondence between consìst.ent RE(<--- L)-answer sets of P and geneml-t:zed 
stable models of P. 

Thus, we can give a logica) exp]a.nation oi an a.ppa:cen.tly non-logica! step in the 
tra.nsforrnation by Giordano and Martelli, namelyl the elirnina.tion of f.he clauses 
which are not strictly sa.tisfied. 

Example 3.14 Let P= {p<-- notp}. The GM transformation must remove the 

unique rule of P l otherwise p would be a classica] consequence of PJ~} , an d hence 
{p} would be a GSM of P, vvhile there is no TMS labelling for P. The rule is 

actually removed, sin ce p <---- -,p is no t strictly satisfied by {p} . However l t h ere 
is no independent semantic motìvation for thìs operation. In Lukasiewicz's logic, p 
is not a logica.! consequence of p <---- -,p ( the least m o del of this rule ìs the empty 
interpretation ). Consequently, w e need no t eliminate this rule. 

Concerning alternating answer sets, with Lukasiewicz's implication we get a well
founded version of the genera.lized stable mode! semantics, very similar to the re

stricted bel-ief revision mode/ of [18] . The two semantics a.gree on all the examples 
:r,entioned in However, Hl genera], do not coincide. 

Example ] .s Let P be the prograEl with constraints 

A B1 C\ +--L A, no t B2 

The least alternating RE( <---L )-answer se t of P corresponds t o the RE(+--- L )-answer 
set S = {A, B1, -,B2, C1, -,C2, D}. vchile the restricted belief revisìon model of P 
corresponds t o M = ( {A, B1, -,fl2 f, LlT). 

As noted in [18], the meaning of strong negation is not always preserved in 
restricted belief revision models; this motivated a weaker notion called skeptical 

belief reDision model. RE( <----L)-a.nswer classes constitute an interesting alternative; 
the meaning of strong negation is preserved by construction; more inferences can be 
drawn. Nonetheless, the lea.st alternating RE(<-- L )-answer se t can be computed in 
quadratic time, while the skeptical belief revision model requires cubie time. 
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GL ' Default Logic• under l Idem + Contraposi-
tr1; Answer sets tives 

Default Logic• under 
tr2 ; AEL and 3AEL 

RE Consistent answer sets Gen. stable models as Refiexive AEL 
in [11]; DDB in TMS 

' Correspondence is with all extension classes. 

Table l: Relations with existing formalisms. 

4 Discussion and Conclusions 

We ha ve investigated nonmonotonic extension of three-valued logic as a semantic of 
ELP's. By tuning two parametersl that is, the truth table of implication and the 
program transforma.tion involved in the nonmonotonic construction, we obtained a 

unifying view of many formalisms, some of which had never been related before. 
The main results are summarized in Fig. l. 

This framework highlights surprising similarities between previously unrelated 
formalisms. The dependency directed backtracking of TMSls can be regarded as 
a variant of re:flexive AEL based on Lukasiewicz's logic. The WFSX semantics 
by Alferes and Pereira can be regarded as a variant of reflexive AEL based on 
ço l modulo the. extra non-monotonic inferences supported by the paraconsistent 
behaviour of WFSX, which make WFSX more powerful. 

Lukasiewicz's implication induces some very interesting new semantics, which 
support contraposition. This apparently minor improvement makes it possible to 
sol ve many hard benchmark problems involving incomplete information, with a sub
sta.ntial gain in elegance and efficiency. 

Contrapositives model in a natura! way the dependency-directed backtracking 
mechanism of TMS's (Theorem 3.13). The alternating RE(<---- L)-amswer sets consti
tute an appealing alternative to the skepticaì belief revision models of [18]. The 
former are at the same time more powerful and more efficient. 
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Abstract: This paper proposes a logic programming approa.ch basecl on the 

application of a system of higher-order predicates put at clisposal within or

clinary logic programming languages such as PROLOG. These higher-orcler 

predicates parallel the higher-order functionals or combinators which form an 

establishecl part of contemporary functional programming methoclology. 

The suggested toolbox of higher-order predicates for composing logic programs 

is clerived from one universal higher-order predicate. They take the fonn of 

recursion operators (in particular for expressing recursion a.long lists) intended 

to cover all commonly occurring recursion schemes in logic programming prac

tìce. Their theoretical sufficiency is proved ancl their pra.ctical adequacy is 

argued through examples. 

The recursion opera.tors, denoting higher-order relatìons rather than func

tions, are brought about straightforwardly through a well-known metalogic 

programming technique, rendering superfiuous the need for special higher

order unification mechanisms. 

Keywords: Relational higher-order and meta.logic programming. Logic pro

gram recursion schemes. Declarative logic progTamming methodology. 

Perchè nessuna cosa si può amare nè odiare, 

se prima no sì à cognitio di quella. 
- Leonardo da Vinci, N otebooks 

Background 

Higher-order functions ( functionals) form a well-established p art of the functional 

programming methodology. It ìs also ·well-known how to obtain correspondìng re

stricted hìgher-order facilitìes in logic programming. ~evertheless the use of higher

order relations (as opposed to functions) is yet in its infancy as a logic programming 

methodology. 

VIe propose some higher-order universal predicates and outline a logic programming 

methodology utilizing these predicates as a programming tool and environment at 
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disposal directly within ordinary fìrst-order logic programming in PROLOG. Contrast 
with dedicateci logic programming languages such as ÀPROLOG [5] and others. 

Functional programming as a matter of routine applìes higher-order functions for 
expressing recurring recursions, e.g., lìst recursions. Such functionals can be epito
mized by fold which comes in two well-known versions: foldl(eft) (also called "accu
m11late") an d foldr(ight) ( "r~ed11c~") bot h applying t o lists an d taking as argun~~~;ts 
a binary function becoming here a tenary relation P and a constant A. 

These higher-order functions translate, respectively, into the higher-order predicates 

joldl(P, A, nil, A). 
foldl(P, A, B.X, FV) +- P(B, A, V) 1\ joldl(P, ìl, X, W). 

·( 

an d 

foldr(P A., nil, A). 
joldr(P, A., B.X, W)+- foldr(P, A, X, V) 1\ P( E, V, W). 

1.1 Higher-Order Relations and Logic Programming 

In [7] David Warren gave a recipe for emulating higher-order predicates (and func
tions) as "fìrst class objects" in PROLOG: In essence the higher-order atomi c formula 
P(t1 , ... , t,) is handled as the fìrst-order atomic formula 

apply(P, t1, ... , tn) 

where apply is an ad hoc predicate expressing predication, that is to say, applìcation 
of a predicate to its term arguments, defìned by clauses 

apply(p, X1, ... , Xn) +- p(X1, ... , Xn)· etc. 

for each applicable predicate p. These clauses are assumed implicit henceforth and 
for simplicity's sake we often leave out apply( .. . ) or just write a( ... ). 

Using this simple metalogical term-encoding of predicates, for instance the higher
order predicate foldr may be defìned by the ordinary PROLOG program 

foldr(P, Z, nil, Z). 
foldr(P, Z, X.U, W) +- foldr(P, Z, U, V), a( P, X, V, W). 

1.2 A Versatile Recursion Operator for Lists 

Appealing to the quasi-higher-order predicate foldr the ubiquitous 
(re)defìned as 

append(U, V, W)+- foldr(cons, V, U, W). 

append can be 

introducing the auxiliary list constructor predicate cons by cons(X, U, X.U). 
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Folding and unfolding of this defìnition yield 

append(ni.l, U, U). 
append(X.U, V, TiV) <--- append(U V Z), cons(X, Z, W). 

and the usual form of append is now obtained by further unfolding of cons(X Z, Hl). 

\~Tith append available, the na!ve reverse rev can be defìned as 

rev(U, V) +- foldr( intail, nil, U, V). 
intail(X, U, V)+- append(U, Xnil, V). 

from which the usual forms can be regained by partial evaluation or (un)folding. 

The efficient ("non-na!ve") form of reverse (with the accumulator) is obtained from 
foldl simply as 

reverse(U, V)+- foldl(cons, nil, U, V). 

cf. the usual (slightly rewritten) 

re1Jerse(U, V) <--- revl (U, V, nil). 

revl (n il, U, U). 
rev1 (X.T, U, V) <--- revl (T, U, W), cons(X, 11, W). 

This illustrates the replacing of recursive predicate defìnitions with prima facie 
non-recursive ones. We endeavour eventually to devise predicates endorsing non
recursive forrnulations of all commonly occuring program predicates. 

2 A Hierarchy of Higher-Order Predicates 

2,1 The Universal Operator 

As the most genera! operator is suggested 

univ((Base, Prel, Postl, Pre2, Post2), X)+- Base(X). 
univ((Ba.se, Prel, Postl, Pre2, Post2), X)<--

Prel(X, Xl), 
univ((Base, Prel, Postl, Pre2, Post2), Xl), 
Postl(Xl, X). 

univ((Base, Prel, Postl, Pre2, Post2), X)+
Pre2(X, Xl, X2), 
univ((Ba.se, Prel, Postl, Pre2, Post2), Xl), 
univ((Ba.se, Prel, Posti, Pre2, Post2), X2), 
Post2(Xl, X2, X). 

From this universal operator in the top of our generalization hierarchy three more 
practical recursion cornbinators derive as specializations. 

, i 
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2.3 

From 

::no 

a(foldr, P, Z, U, V) ~ a( v. n iv( base(Z), pre, 
a(base(Z), Z)). 
a(pre, (X.U, W), (U, 
a(post(P), (_,V), (X._, {- a(P,X, V, W). 

or from univ can be obtained another useful opemtor 

a(UnTec(P, ~ a('univ(base(P), 
a( base( P), (X, Y) ,__. 
a(prel(Q), (X, 

fail), X, Y). 

e.g., for defining the trsmsitive closme of f!, binary relation 
Y). 

N otice that the operator 
bound to terminate when 

unbounded recursion in contrast to fold, which is 
to lists. As discussed below this recursion 

2.4 

in the sense that it covers aH functions. 

divconc((Base, 
divconc((Base, ur;unm' 

caUs at least also for the 

Deromp(X, X2), 
divconc((Base, Decomp, Comp), Xl, 
divronc((Base,Decomp, Comp), 

Yl, Z). 
----
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The quicksort algorithm in the simple ordinary PROLOG forrnulation (vvithout differ
ence lists ), cf. e.g. [6], lends itself t o formulation by rneans of the divide-and-conquer 
operat.or: 

qsor·t(L, Ls) '-- d'ivconc( ( emptycase. decomp, comp ), L, Ls ). 

{ 

empiycase(ml, ml). 

decomp(X T. Ll L2) <---- part7,t~on(leq(X), gr( X). L, LL L2) 

{ 
a(leq(X), Y) ~ Y:::; X. 
a(gr(X). Y) ~ Y >X 

comp(X T Ll, I2 I3) +- append(Ll. X L2 L3) 

The higher-order predicate partition (like append) is definable straightforwardly us
ing foldr. The brackets serve to indicate the purely hierarchical structure of the 
program having its recursions ernbraced in the operators. 

3 Adequacy of Proposed Recursion Operators 

In order to bring to bear the higher-order operator technique as a genera] logic 
programming rnethodology we have to argue that tlle above recursion operators 
suffice e.g. for the collection of (pure) logic prograrns in [6]. Most of the prograrns 
therein can be rnanaged using solely fold and linrec. more. intricate pure programs 
calls for divconq or even the most genera] univ as in the case of meta-interpreters. 
This investigation will be reported in a forthcorning pa.per in preparation. 

In order to prove that the lmrec recursion ìs universal it suffices to devise a definite 
clausallogic prograrn emulating the universal Thring machine. This establishes the 
theoretical universality of the linrec sc:herne and a fortiori the univ operator. 

4 Program Refinernent 

As an example of a program refinement technique let us consider how to cope with , 
difference lists intendecl t.o improve program effic:iency by a low cost c:oncatenation. 
This is common logic programming practice for insta.nce on the output list of quic/;;
sort, cf. e.g. [6]. 

VVe wa.nt to devise a generalisèd and princ:ipled approach which avoids elaborate 
prograrn alterations. Considering a.gain the d·ivconc recursion scheme to this end we 
suggest refinement with difference lists solely through the parameter predicates to 
the higher-order predicate, witness: 

a(divconcdf(B, D, C), X, Y) ~ dfversion(B, Bdf), dfversion(C, Cd!), 
a(divconc(B~l, D, Cd!), X, ("V, nil)). 

where dfversion is a library catalog providing corresponding difference list versions 
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of \'arious list processing predicates. 

In this way higher-order parameterized predicate formula.tions facilitate program 
refinement.s avoiding comprehensive aud often ra.ther incomprehensible tra.nsforma
tions throughout the programs. 

5 Su1nmary 

vVe have introduced a generalization hierarchy of recursion opera.tors in the form of 
higher-order predicat.es: 

unzv ~ divconc ------' foldl, foldr ----+ linrcc 

In a forthcoming paper in preparation we consolidate the theoretical adequacy by 
relating t.o recursive function theory, whereas the practical potentialities of the cho
sen set of operators - especially with respect to obtaining declarative readings - are 
studied on a corpus of common logic programs. 
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Abstract 

The paper reports on an experirnent with the rnajor linear logic prograrnming 
languages defìned in the recent yea.rs: Lolli, LO and Forum. As a case study, 
we consider the representa.tion of a cla.ss of Petri nets. P /Tw nets, in ea.ch of 
these la.nguages. 

Keywords: Petri nets, multiset rewriting systems, linear logic, logic programming. 

l Introduction 
The rela.tionship between linear logic [4] and Petri Nets [8] has been a major object 
of investigation [2, 3, 6]. It was soon noticed that the monoidal structure of multisets 
can serve as an abstract link between Petri nets (w h ere markings are multisets an d 
transition are rewrite rules on multisets) and the multìplicative fragment of linear 
logic (where either 0 or '2 is the operation of the monoid and l orj_ is its identity). 
See [3] for a precise account of this rela.tionship. 

On the other hand, a number of fragments of linear logic ha.ve been cast into 
logic progra.mming la.ngua.ges with the aim of capturing some of the expressive power 
provided by this new logic. W e consider three such proposa.ls, Lolli [5], LO [l] an d' 
Forum [7], an d compare their flexibility precisely o n the encoding of Petri nets (or 
equiva.lently of multiset rewriting systems) _ Consider.ations about the amenability 
of these langua.g.es to efficient i~nplementa.tions are outside the scope of this pa.per, 

*This research was completed during an extended visit of the author at the Dcpartment of 
Computer Science. of Carnegie Mellon Universdy. His permanent address is: Dipartimento di 
Informatica,. Uni.vers.ità di Torino, Corso Svizzera 185, 10149 Torino, Italy. 
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Counter (n) 

~3 
Buffer (b) 

~------~~$® 2 

Acqui re 
(La) 

Ready to consume (c) 

/---()\ 

? 

Ready to acquire (a) 

Figure l: A producer/consumer net 

2 P /T~' nets 

Consurne 
(t_c) 

A multiset rewriting system (MRS) .M over a set S is a set of multiset rewrite ru1es 
i= •tr>t• with 't a~d t• multisets over S called respectively the preset and the po.stset 
of t. GJVen a multrset M, a rule t in ~M is enabled at M if •t is a submultiset of M. If 
t is enabled a t 1\1, the apphcation of ton 1\1 produces the multiset Jì1' = M- ,t+ fo 

+ and - being the multiset union and difference respectively. We write in this cas~ 
M C>~ M' (or M l> M M'). We use C>ivt for the reflexive and transitive closure of 
l> M. 

A place/transition .net wiih infinitE_ pla.ce ca.pa.cities, P /T» nei for short, is a pair 
N= (S, A1) where S JS a set and ,1\,1 JS an MRS over S. We require either S or )\/{ 
to be non-empty. The elernents of S are called places and the elements of .1\,1 are 
called imnsitions. A P /T» system is a. pair JV = (N M) where N = (c; 1 A) · 

ì ~-,)/l 1s a 
P /Tw net and M is a multiset over S called a ma.rking. 

Figure l describes a producer-consumer system by. means of the usual graphical 
representatwn for Petn n et s. The left cycle represents the producer, tha.t releases 
one rtem per cycle, puts it in the common buffer and increments by one the counter. 
The consumer ( on the right) extracts two iten1.s at a time from the buffer an d 
consu~es thern. We will use t.his example as a benchmark for our implementa.tions. 
In sectwn 4, we will rely on the abbreviations shown in parentheses. 

. The dynamic beh~vior of a P /Tw net is inherited from the underlying MRS. In 
thrs co~tex:, the apphcatwn of an enabled transition (i.e. n multiset rewrite rule) to 
a rnarkmg Js referred to as the firinq of that transition. 

3 Encodin.g Petri nets in linear lo!Eic a 

We_ describe in thìs section two encodings of P /Tw systerns in multiplicatìve Jinear 
logrc. The first uses the language L 0 to encode multisets by means ofthe connectives 
•;?! and l. Dually, L >s relies on '/? and .L 

A se~uent for L 0 has the form f; 6. f- C where Cis a. possibly empty conjunction 
of a.tornrc forrnula.s (C-formula), 6. is a. multiset of C-formulas an d r is a se t. of linear 
lmphcatJOns with C-formulas as antecendent and consequent (I-formula). The rules 
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-
[:C F C axiom' 

c 
f- C lL' r:. 1- 1 lR' 

Figure 2: The system MILLPfT for 

for the resulting system are presented in figure 3. MILLP/T is proved in [3] to be 
equivalent to the usual systern for fulllinea.r logic when restrìcted to formulas in L 0 . 

In arder to represent P /Tw nets in L 0 , we associate to every element in the 
universe of a multiset a propositiona.l letter. A multiset is then mapped to a C
formula consisting of the multiplicative conjunction of its members. A rewri le rule 
is represented by an I-formula built upon the represema.tion of ìts preset and postset. 
W e will call this representation the conjunctive encoding an d denote i t with c·", being 
c·~ the inverse function. VI/e bave the following result [3]. 

Theorem l (Soundness and completeness of the conjun.ctive encoding of !11RSs) 
Let 1\1 and 1'11' be two multisets and }vf a mulfiset system aver a com-

mon. un.iverse. Then, if M C> ~1 J\1l. t h ere exist a deriva.tion ar.M': r lvr 1- rAf". 
Let r, 6. and C be an l -coniext, a C -context and a C -formula respectively, Then, 

if PT is a derivati an of r; /:.-,. f-- c, then L;),." [> :r~ Le"· !i.ì 

The dual representa.tion in [ ~ consists in mapping multìsets to D-forrnulas, i.e. 
the set of formulas freely generateci from j_ an d "8 . W e ca.ll this representation the 
disjunctive encoding P /Tw systerns [3]. 

We will now consider in turn three logic programming languages ba.sed on linea.r 
logic and show how the notions presented in the previous section can be effectivcly 
implernented by using each of them. The languages we chose are Lolli [5], LO [1] 
and Forum [7]. These three languagcs differ for tbe fragrnent of linear logic are 
based upon. Consequently, the encoding of MRSs, and therefore of P (rw syst.ems, 
will be different in each language. W/e foresa.y that the implementa.tion will become 
more direct and' degant a.s we move from Lolli to LO and finally to Forum. As a. 
benchrna.rk, we u.se the producer-consumer example of figure l. 

4.Jl Impfei.:11l'.sntation L oHi 
Thefragment of linear logic that Lolli [5] makes a.vaila.ble as a programming language 
is the first-order language freely generateci from T, & , -o, =?, w h ere A =? E is 
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Generic rules 
rewrite L K {lo ad L K}. 

lo ad ex:: L) K (item x -o lo ad L K). 
lo ad n il K rew K. 

re w K unload K. 

unload (X: :L) item X, unload L. 
unload nil. 

Specific rules 
re w K item p, (item r -o re w K). '!. t_p 
re w K item r, (item p -o (item b -o (item n -o re w K))) . '!. t_r 
re w K item b, item b, item a, Citem c -o re w K) . '!. t_a 
re w K item c' (item a -o re w K). % t_c 

Example query 
?- rewrite r: :n: :n: :b: :b: :b: :a: :nil p: :n: :n: :n: :b: :c: :nil. 

Figure 3: A Lolli encoding of the producer/consumer net 

de:fined to be equa! to !A -o E, an d \11 . Lolli formalizes intuitionistic provability for 
this fragment of linear logic over sequents of the form f; ~ f-- G, where r and ~ 
are two multisets of formulas called the unbound an d the bound context respectively 
and G is the goal formula. 

For our purpose, we will rely exclusively on the connectives @, -o and l (writt.en 
respectively , , -o or :-,an d { ... } in the concrete syntax). Operationally, @ requires 
the bound context to be split among its two subgoals, D-oG involves adding D to 
the bound context in order to prove G, and !G succeeds if G is provable in an empty 
bound context. ìiVhen a clause or a fact from the bound context is used, it is deleted. 

Lolli does not provide the tools for a direct implementation of neither the con
junctive nor the disjunctive encoding. Therefore, an elegant solution cannot be 
achieved within Lolli. However, w e can simulate the former by representing a generi c 
rulet={{a1 , ... ,an]t>{{b1 , ... ,bm]astheclauserew K :-ai, ... , an, (b1 -o 
(b2 -o ... (bm -o rew K) ... ) ) . When called, the first part of this clause (ai, 
... , an) consumes the preset of t while the remaining part asserts its postset and 
finally calls rew K recursively for the application of another rule. 

The full program, adapted from [5], is shown in figure 3. Markings are given two 
representations: the users views them externally as lists and the program represents 
internally their constituents as individuai facts in the bound context. A multiset 
rewriting sequence is performed in three stages: :first the list representing the initial 
marking is downloaded into the bound context (load), then the rewrite rules are 
applied (rew), and :finally the resulting multiset is encoded back into a list (unload). 

1The syntax of Lolli can be enricbed by permitting tbe following connectives in a goal position: 
EB, 1, @, l and 3. The resulting formulas are called (linear) hereditaTy Harrop formulas. 
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Specific rules 
r p. '!. t_ p 

p @ b @ c r. '!. t_r 

c b @ b @ a. '!. t_a 

a c. 'l. t_c 

r @ n @ n @ b @ b @ b @ a @ bot @ stop. 

Example query 
?- p @ n @ n © n © b @ c @ bot @ stop. 

Figure 4: An LO encoding of the producerjconsumer net 

402 Implementation in LO 
LO mechanizes the fragment of linear logic speci:fied by the following grammar rules: 

ìf ::= A 1 111 ?] 1/2 (Head formulas) 
G ::= A 1 T l G1 & G2 G1 ?J G2 (Goal formulasJ 
D ::= ìf 1 G-o11 _(Cla~ses) 

where A ranges over atomic formulas (for the purpose of our example, 1t w1ll be 
sufficient to deal with the propositional fragment of LO). 

The operational semantics of LO is conveniently described by means of classica! 
sequents of the form r f-- e, where r is a set of clauses called ~he program and 
e is a multiset of goal formulas called the context. The dynam1c part of a.n LO 
sequent is its context, that will in generai contain more than one goal. Once all 
the goals have been decomposed, a clause is fetched from the program and used 
to continue the computation. In the following, we will dea! with goal formulas 
containing multiplicative disjunctions (written ©in LO) of atoms only.. . 

Having multiplicative disjunction built-in, LO is adequate for codmg the dJs
junctive representation of P /Tw nets. We represent places as atomi c formulas, use 
multiplicative disjunction to encode markings and a clause of the form b1. © .... © 
bm :- al (Q ••• (Q an for each transitions {{ a1, ... , an] 1> {{bl, ... , bm]· Smce l_ lS 

not available in LO. we simulate it by means of the atomic formula bot, making it 
play the role of the empty multiset whenever a rule has an empty postset. Since LO 
does not possess a bound context, we encode the initial marking by means of a rule 
with no postset, distinguished by the atom stop. 

Figure 4 shows the resulting program for the producer / consumer example. 

4.3 Implementation in Forum 
Forum [7] was design ed as an extension to bot h Lolli an d LO. The fragment of linear 
logic it mechanizes is the language freely generateci from the linear lo~ic symbols 
T. & , l_, ?] , -o,=} and V. This set of connectives is indeed complete m the sense 
that the remaining linear symbols can be de:fined on top of it. The operational 
semantics of Forum is modelled by means of sequents of the form f; ~ f-- e where 
the functions of the contexts r, ~ and e coincide with those of the homonynous 
entities of Lolli and LO. 
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l: Specific rule;' 
p. % t_ p 

@ b @ c r. ,, t_r lo 

·- b @ b @ a. % t_a 
a c. % t_c 

LINEAR r © n @ n © b @ b @ b @ a. 

?- p © n ©n © n © b @ c. 
Example query 

Figure 5: A Forum encoding of the producer/consumer net 

Figure 5 shows the Forum implementation of the producer/consumer example. 
In this case, we can adopt in full the disjunctive encoding. The resulting program 

resembles the LO implementation. Since Forum admits j_ as a primitive connec
tive, there is no need for any trick to simulate the behavior of the empty multiset. 
Moreover. since there is a distinction between a bound and an unbound part of the 

program, a termination predicate like stop is not required in this implementation. 
The initial marking is loaded in the bound context by means of the directive LINEAR. 

5 Conclusions 
In this paper, we reported on an experiment with the major linear logic programming 
languages designed in the recent years: Lolli [5], LO [l] and Forum [7j. As a case 
study, vve considered the representation of a class of Petri nets, P /Tw in each 

of these languages. We observed that the obtained code becomes more direct and 

elegant as we pass from Lolli to LO, and from LO to Forum. Thìs fact is easily 
explained by noticing that the set of linear connectives provided by the languages 
in this list becomes more and more suited to our problem as we proceed. 
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Abstract 

A mode! for the full treatment of Spa.nish inflection for verbs, nouns and 
a.djectives is presented. This mode! is ba.sed on feature unificatioil a.nd it relies 
upon a lexicon of allomorphs both for stems and morphemes. Word forms 
are bmlt by the concatenation of allomorphs by means of special contextuaJ 
fea.tures. W e make use of standard Definite Clause Grammars ( DCG) included 
in most Prolog implementations. instead of the typical finite-sta.te approa.ch. 
This allows us to take advantage of the declarativity and bidirectionality of 
Logic Programming for NLP. 

Tlte most sa.lient fea.ture of this a.pproach is simplicity: A really straight
forwa.rd rule and lexical components. VIle ha.ve developed a. very simple mode! 
for complex phenomena.. 

Declara.tivity, bidirectiona.lity, consistency and completeness of the rnodel 
are discussed: ali and only conect word forms are a.nalysed or generateci, even 
alternative ones and gaps in para.digms are preserved. A Prolog implemen
i.a.tion ha.s been dcveloped for both a.na.lysis and genera.tion of Spanish word 
forms. It consists of only six DCG rules, beca.use our lexicalist a.pproa.ch -i.e. 
most informa.tion is in the dictiona.ry. AJthough it is quite efficient, the cur
rent implementa.tion could be improved for a.na.lysis by using the non logica.! 
fea.tures of Prolog, especially in word segmenta.tion a.nd dictiona.ry a.ccess. 

Keywords: Applica.tions of Logic Progra.mming to NLP, Computa.tiona.l Morphology. 

'This work has been partially supported by the Spanish P/an Nacional de I+D, under the 
Resea.rch Project An Architccturefor para Natur·al Language Jnterfaces with User Modeling (TIC91-
02l7C02-0l ). 
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l Introduction 

The successful treatment of morphological phenomena. in some languagcs by 
means of finite state automata appears to have led to the idea that this mode! 
is the most eflicient and universal way to dea! with morphology computationally. 
Although there exist good finite-state processors for Spanish -like [Ma.rt.], 1986], 
[Meya, 1986] or [Tzoukermann & Liberman, 1990]- we think that some phenomena. 
can be handled more elegantly using a context-free approach, pa.rticula.rly if the 
morphologica.l component is to be included as a part of a syntax gramma.r. Our 
mode! has been ìmplemented in standard DCG using a logic progra.mming a.pproach 
instead of a plain finite-state one. 

It is well-known that the so-called non-concatenative processes are the most dif
ficult single problem tha.t morphological processors must dea! with. Experience ha.s 
shown that it is not easy for any approach. Unification-based morphology uses sup
pletion (i.e. alternative allomorphs for a lemma) and feature description as a genera! 
mechanism for handling those processes. Two-level morphology uses instead rules 

that match lexical representations (lemmas) with surface representa.tìons ( actual 
spellìng forms). The latter has been been claimed t o be more elega.nt, but i t is 
obvious that often the two-level model contains many rules needed for a very few 
cases. 

The pure two-level/finite-state automata mode! is not very adequate for treating 

certain non-concatenative processes, and in such cases one is required to depa.rt 
from this approach, for example by adding an extension in which two-level rules 
are retained under the contro] of feature structures [Trost, 1990]. Moreover, every 
language has irregularities that can only be trea.ted as suppletive fmms, e.g. soy 
(I a m), era or fui (I was). Sin ce suppletion is needed anyway, an d sin ce i t is a 
much simpler approach than rules, we consider that the "elegance" objection is not 
well-founded1 . 

O n the other han d, our goal is to generate an d recognize a.ll (an d only) well
formed in:fìected forms, and thus we do not accept "missing fonns" for defective 
verbs (see below), but do accept duplicate but correct forms. 

2 Major issues in Spanish con1putational mor
phology 

Spanish morphology is nota. trivial subject. As an infiectionallanguage, Spa.nish 
shows a great variety of morphological processes, particularly non-concatenative 
ones. We will try to summarize the outstanding problems which any morphological 
processor of Spa.nish has to dea] with: 

1 See the next section for further discussion of the adequacy of the two-level mode! for Spanish, 
including defective forms (i.e. null forms in the conjugation) and alternative correct forms. 
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l. A highly complex verb paradigm. For simple tenses, we consider 53 infieded 
forms (see Table 1 ), excluding the archa.ic Future Subjunctive, but including 
the duplicate Imperfect Past Subjunctive (6 forms). lf we a.dd the 4.5 possible 

forms for compound tenses, then 98 inflected forms a.re possible for each verb. 

2. The frequent irregularity of both verb stems a.nd endings. Very common verbs, 
such a.s tener (io have), poner (io p'Ut), poder (to be able to). hacer io 
etc., have up to 7 different stems: hac-er, f:_ag-o, h_i_~c;-e, ll:a-ré, ll.i:;;:-:-o, J:.<J.z, 
hech-o. This example shows internai.vowel modification triggered by different 
rl'Ì.;;rphemes having the same external form: hag-o; hiz-o, hech-o (The first 
l -o/ is first person singular present indicative morpheme; the second /-o/ 
is third singula.r preterit indicative morpheme; a.nd the third /-o/ is past 
participle morpheme- an irregular one, by the wa.y). As well as these non
concatenative processes, there exist other, very common, kinds of internai 
variation, as illustrateci by the following example. 

[e]---> [ie]: quer-er (io wani) ___, quier-o (I wani) 

2,300 out of 7,600 verbs in our dictionary are cla.ssified a.s irregular, a.nd 5,300 
as regular -i.e. only one stem for a.ll the :forms a.s in am-ar- am-o, etc. (to 
lo ve). 

3. Gaps in some verb paradigms. In the so-called defective verbs some forms 
are missing or simply not used. For instance, meteorologica! verbs such as 
llover, nevar (to rain, to snow), etc. are conjuga.ted only in third person 
singular. Other ones are more peculiar, like abolir (t o abolish) tha.t la.cks 

first, second and third singula.r a.nd third plura.l present indicative forms, al! 
present subjunctive forms, and the second singular imperative form. In other 

verbs, the compound tenses are excluded from the paradigm, like in soler (io 
do 'US'Ually). 

4. Duplicate past participles: a number of verbs have two alternative forms, both 
correct, like impreso, imprimido (prùded). In such cases, the analysis has to 
h·eat both. 

5. There exist some highly irregula.r verbs that can be handled only by including 
many of their forms directly in the lexicon (like ir (to go), ser (to be), etc). 

6. Nomina] infiection can be·of two major types: with grammatica! gender (i.e. 
concatenating the gender morpheme to the stcm) and with inherent gender 
(i.e. without gender morphemes). Most pronouns and quantifiers belong to 
the first class, but nouns and adjectives can be in any of the two classes, 
with a different distribution: 4% of the nouns h ave grammatical gender an d 

92% have inherent gender, while 70% of the adjectives are in the first group. 
Some nouns and adjectives present alternative correct forms for plural -e.g. 
for bambli (bamboo), bambù-sand, bambli.-es. 
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r. There ìs a sma.ll group (3%) of Ìnva.riant. nouns with the same form for sìngular 

and pluraL e.g. crisis. On the other hand. 30% of the adjcctives present 

the same form for ma.sculine and feminine, e.g. azul i blue). There exist also 

singularia tanturn. where only the singular form is used. like estrés (s!Tess); 

and plu.ralia tantu.rn, where only the plural form is allowed. e.g. matematicas. 

( mathernatics). 

8. In contra.st with verb morphology, nomina.! processes do not produce interna] 

change in the st.em ca.used by the addition of a gender or plural suffix, although 

t h ere ca.n be ma.ny allomorphs produced by spelling cha.nges: l uz,. l uc-es 

( light. lights). 

For a. deta.iled description of a.ll verb a.nd nomina.! phenomena.. including a. cla.s

sifica.tion into para.dìgma.tic models, see [Moreno, 1991]. 

All these phenomena suggest tha.t there is no su eh a. uni versa! mode! ( e.g. two

leveL unifica.tion, or others) for ( surfa.ce) morphology. Instea.d, w e h ave a.pproa.ches 

more suited for some processes tha.n others. The computa.tional morphologist must 

decide which is more a.ppropria.te for a. pa.rticula.r la.ngua.ge. VVe support the idea tha.t 

unifica.tion an d fea.ture- ba.sed morphology ìs more a.dequa.te for la.ngua.ges, su eh a.s 

Spa.nìsh a.nd other La.tin la.ngua.ges. that ha.ve alternative stems triggered by specific 

suffixes, missing forms in the para.digm, a.nd duplicate correct forms. 

3 The r.aodel 

It is well known that morphologica.l processes are clivided into two types: pro

cesses rela.ted to the phonologica.l a.nd/ or gra.phic form (morpho-gra.phemics), a.nd 

processes rela.t.ed to the combina.tion of morphemes (morpho-synta.x). Each mode! 

trea.ts these fa.cts from its particular perspective. Two-level morphology uses phono

logica.l rules a.nd continua.tion cla.sses (in the lexica.l component). Mixecl systems su eh 

a.s [Bear, 1986] or [Ritchie et. aL 1987] ha.ve different sets of rules. 

As we sta.tecl before, our mode! relies on a. context-free fea.ture-ba.sed grammar, 

tha.t is pa.rticula.rly well suitecl for the morpho-synta.ctic processes. For morpho

gra.phemics, our model depends on the stora.ge -or computation- of a.ll the possible 

a.llomorphs both for stems a.nd endings. This fea.ture permits tha.t both a.nalysis 

a.nd synthesis be limited to morpheme conca.tenation, a.s the genera.! a.nd unique 

mechanism. This simplifies dra.ma.tica.lly the rule component. 

W e present some exa.mples of dictiona.ry entri es: two verba.l ending entri es (allo

morphs) for the past pa.rticiple morphemes a.nd two allomorph stems for zmpnm1.r, 

compa.tible with those endings. 

vm(no,part,nofin, [2,3] ,99,reg) --> [ido]. 

vm(no,part,nofin, [2,3] ,99,part1) --> [o]. 
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vl(imprimlr,v,3, [100], [reg]) --> [imprlm]. 

vl(imprimu,v,3, [99], [parti]) --> [impres]. 

'Nhere vm a.nd vl sta.nds for the values of the ''morphologica.l category·· that we 

a.re using to drive the DCG rule invoca.tion. Alì the diciiona.ry entries are coded 

wilh a predica.te that correc:ponds to its rnorphological ca.tegory The full inventorv 

of :m eh ca1 egories follmYs: 

w For cornplete inflected word forms. 

wl For words (nouns a.nd a.djectives'! that ca.n a.ccept a. number morpheme. 

vl For verb lexemes istems). 

nl For nomina.] -nouns a.nd a.djectives- lexemes. 

vrn For verb r:norphemes. 

ng For nomina.l gender morphemes. 

nn For nomina.] number morphemes. 

For reference, an d to check the meaning of the exa.mples. a short self-description 

of the a.rguments of those predica.tes follows: 

w(Lemma, Category, Pers_Nurn, Tense_Mood). 

w(Lemrna, Category, Gender, Number). 

wl(Lemrna, Category, Number_Type_List, Gender, Nurnber). 

v l (Lemma, Category, Conj ugat io n, Stern_ Type_List, 

Suffix_Type_List). 

vm(Pers_Num, Tense_Mood, Finiteness, Conjugation_List, 

Stern_Type, Suffix_Type). 

nl(Lernma, Category, Gender_Type_List, Nurnber_Type_List, 

Gender, Number). 

ng(Gender_Type, Gender, Nurnber). 

nn(Number_Type, Number). 

vVe have introduced some contextua.l atomi c features tha.t impose restrictions on 

the conca.tena.tion of morphemes through sta.ndard unifica.tion rules. Such features 

are never percolated up to the pa.rent node of a. rule. Multi-va.lued a.tomic fea.tures 

a.re pennitted in the unifica.tion mecha.nism, being interpreted as a disjunction of 

atomi c va.lues. W e represent this disjundion as -à Prolog li st. Disjunction of va.lues 

is used only for contextua.l fea.tures ( stem_type, conjugation, 
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and mt.mbeLtype) just to improve storage efficiency, since tbis device is actually not 
needed if different entries were encoded in the lexicon. 

In tbe conjugation table (Table l), the stem_type values of the grammatica! 
fea.tures person-number and tense-mood are displayed in boldface. For exa.mple, 
sing_l means first person. singular number:. while pres_ind means present tense, 
indicative mood. 

Il sing_l l sing_2 l sing_3 l plu_l i plu_2 l p]u_3 ! - l 

presjnd 11 12 13 14 15 16 
impfjnd 21 22 23 24 25 26 
indLind 31 32 33 34 35 36 
fuLind 4.1 42 43 44 45 46 

pres_subj 51 52 53 54 55 .56 
in1.pLsubj 61 62 63 64 65 66 

con d 71 72 73 74 75 76 
1m per 82 83 85 86 

inf 00 
ger 90 

p art 99 

Table 1: Conjugation table. 

Each of t be 49 infiected forms 2 is represented by a numeri c code3 , an d the addi
tional value 100 is used as a shorthand for the disjunction of all of them (used for 
regular verbs: see tl1E' entry for imprim above). The contextual feature stem_type 

( stt) is used t o identify the verb stem an d ending corresponding t o each form, an d 
the contextual feature suffi.T_type (su t) distinguishes among severa! allomorphs of 
tbe infiectional morpheme by means of a set of values: 

reg pres 
fut_cond imp_subj 
ger parti 

preti pret2 
imper infin 
part2 

Since this value set is mucb smaller than the stem_type sei, we bave chosen an 
alphabetic code. With the combination of both features, and the addition of a third 
feature conj ( conjugation), we can state unequivocally which is the correct sequence 
of stem and ending for each case (see examples above, wbere imprim only matches 
i do for all features, and impres matches o, thus preventing ill-formed concatenations 
-for these morphemes- such as imprim-o or impres-ido). 

2The codes 83 and 86 sLand for the co·urtesy imperative: imprima usted, irnpriman ustedes. 
These word forms are the same as the 53 and 56 ones. 

3 Actua.lly, this number encodes a particular combination of person, number, tense and mood 
features. 
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In the sarne fashion, we bave two special contextual fea.tures for the nominai 
infiection, nut (number_type) an d get (gender_type), to identify the various allo
morphs for the plural and gender morphemes, and associate them with the proper 
nomina! stems. The following examples show those contextua.l features both in 
nominai morphemes and in nominai lexeme entries: 

l* NOUN AND ADJECTIVE MORPHEMES 

ng(mas1,masc,sing) --> [o]. 
ng(mas2,masc,sing) --> [e], 
ng(fem,fem,sing) --> [a]. 

nn(plu1,plu) --> [s]. 
nn (p l u2, plu) --> [es] . 

l* SOME ENTRIES FOR NOUNS *l 
nl(presidente, n, [mas2,fem], [plu1], _, _) --> [president]. 

wl(doctor, n, [plu2], masc, sing) --> [doctor]. 
nl(doctor, n, [fem], [no], masc, sing) --> [doctor]. 

wl(bambu1, n, [plu1, plu2], masc, sing) --> [bambu1]. 

These entri es allow the analysis/ generation of the word forms presidente, 
presidenta, presidentes and presidentas for the lemma presidente; doctor, 
doctora, doctores a.nd doctoras for doctor; and bambu, bambus and bambues 
for bambu. 

The grammatica! features ( category, lemma, tense, mood. person, number an d 
gendeT are the only features that are delivered to the w node, and from this leve! 
= be used by a syntactic DCG grammar. 

A unification-based system relies very much on the lexical side. It is needed 
a robust and large dictionary, properly coded. Additionally, our mode! depends 
on the a.ccessibility of ali possible a.llomorphs, so their stora.ge is a.lso necessary. 
Fortunately, there is no need for typìng a.ll of them by hand, since this would be an 
irnpracticaL time consuming and error-prone task. Morpho-graphemics for Spanish 
is qui te reguiar and we bave formalized and implemented the automatic computation 
of the allomorphs of any verb from the infinitive form. 

The formalized description of the morphological phenomena of Spanish was pre
sented in [Mareno, 1991], where some interesting and well founded linguisti c gener
alizations are made: Para.digmé for verbs are described to capture regularities in 
the infiectional b.ehaviour of tbe Spanish verbs, and the same is done with nouns. 

4 These are not the traditional ones, since they capture the problems arising in written language, 
;mch as diacritica! marks, different surfa~e letters for the same phoneme, etc. 

---------------- --------
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'Il] tlw lcmmas belont;ing lo a particular paradigmatic mode] not only share most 
of contextual and grarnma.tica.J fea.tures but a.lso have the same allomorph number 
ancl disiribution. For insta.nce. our mode! 11 has three allornorpb stems. ;mel their 

distribntion is as follows: 

vl(salir, 3, [0,12,13,14,15,16,21,22,23,24,25,26, 
31,32,33,34,35,36,61,62,63,64,65,66, 
82,85,90,99], [reg]) --> [sal]. 

vl(salir,3, [11,51,52,53,54,55,56,83,86], [reg]) --> [salg]. 
vl(salir,3, [41,42,43,44,45,46,71,72,73,74,75,76], 

[fut_cond]) --> [sald]. 

In [Gorìi et. al., 1994] regular-expression based rules are devised to compute a.u

t.omatically tbese allomorphs, capturing rnorpbo-graphemic generalizations in the 
paradigma.tic models. 

4 The grammar 

The rule component of the mode] is quite sma.ll. because most of thc information 
is in tbe lexicon. In particu]a.r, inflected verb forms are analysecl or generateci 
two rules. Actually. only one rule is neecled, but. as w e usecl the value 100 for the 
stt feature for regular verbs insteacl of a disjunction of all the possible stt values, 

we split the rule in two: 

1**1 
l* 
1**1 

VERE INFLECTION RULES 

w(Lex, Cat, PerNum, TensMood) --> 

{ 

}. 

vl(Lex, Cat, Conj, SttL, SutL), 
vm(PerNum, TensMood, _, ConjL, Stt, Sut), 

member(ConJ,ConjL), 
member(Stt, SttL), 
member(Sut,SutL) 

w(Lex, Cat, PerNum, TensMood) --> 

{ 

}. 

v l (L ex, Ca t, Conj, [100] , Su t L), 
vm(PerNum, TensMood, _, ConjL, _, Sut), 

member(Conj,ConjL), 
member(Sut,SutL) 

\Tonùna1 inflection is a bjt rnorf' cornpl1cnted. Leca.use 01' L.hc cunJbir:ation of t-,vo 

Tii1eciwnal morpbemes (gendcr ;md numberl in some cacec. O•c•r mo<..L::l neeuc, tbc 
1 rules shown [o handlP this. The fìrsl one is for singuìar worcls. when tlw STem 

lw.s to be roncatenatPcl to a gender suffix (nlfi-o, n1fì-a1: t11e seconcl is for 
worcLs. where an additional numbcr suffix lo adcleclr nlfio-s 1: Llw tLn·d bmlds 
!'rom an a.llomorpÌl stem ancl a pìural morpheme r)eòn l ison-es 1: and lhe founh 
m! e valiclates as worcls the singular forms 1 wl) obtained frcm dw fini rule wit houl 

:urther concatenation: 

1**1 
l* 
1**1 

NQUl\J AND ADJECTIVE INFLECTION RULES l 

wl(Lex, Gat, [plu1], Gen, Num) 
--> nl(Lex, Cat, GetL, 
{ 

member(Get, GetL) 
}. 

w(Lex, Cat, Gen, Num) --> 

_), ng(Get, Gen, Num), 

wl(Lex, Cat, NutL, Gen, _), nn(Nut, Num), 

{ 

member(Nut, NutL) 
} 

rJ(Le.x, Cat, Gen, Num) --·> 
nl(Lex, Cat, _, NutL, Gen, _), nn(Nut, Num), 
.r. 
L 

Nut = plu2, 
member(Nut, NutL) 

u(Lex, Gat, Gen, Num) --·> 
wl(Lex, Cat, _, Gen, Num). 

The predicate. member includecl in the procedura] part of the DCG rule 
ments clisjunction in atomic contextual fea.tures, a.ltbough it could ha.ve been el.inlÌ

natecl with a clìfferent encoding of tbc lexica.l entries. 

The grammar r:u:Ies are sta.ted usìng the DGG formalism included in most Prolog 
!mplementations. thus we ha.ve usecl t.he DCG interpreter both for parsing ancl ger1-
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erating word forms. Since the interpreter is supplied with morphemes included in 
the dictionary for its proper operation. a segmenter has to be included to provide 
the parser with candidate word segmentations. This is a.chieved by means of a non
deterministic predicate that finds ali the possible segmentations of a wo;rd. This is 
one of the efficiency drawbacks of the current implementation of GRAMPAL. 

To avoid such inefficiency the system could be a.ugmented with a lettet trie index 
-or h'ie- [Aho et. al.. 1983] to the lexical entries. With this device. segmenta.tion 
will be no longer non-deterministically blind and the sea.rch would be efficiently 
guided. Generation does not ha.ve those efficiency problems. a.nd the systern JS 

bidirectional without any change in the rules. 

6 Conclusions 

A Prolog prototype, GRAMPAL, was developed to intensively test the model, 
both as analyser and a.s generator. This processar implemented in Prolog has shown 
that logic programming can be used successfully to handle the Spanish infiectional 
morphology. We bave also implemented a C version of GRAl\1PAL, but it needs 
separate components for analysis and generation, due to the lack of reversibility 
that Logic Programming has provided us with. 

The mode] presented is based on two basic principles: 

Empirica] rigour: a.ll and only correct forms are analysed and generateci, 
whether regular or not; gaps in verb para.digms are observed; suppletive forms 
are considered vali d. and so on. It is important to stress that GRAMP AL does 
not overgenerate or overanalyse. 

® Simplicity and generalization: GRAMPAL employs a really straightforward 
rule component, that captures the logica! generalization of the combination 
of a stem and an ending to form a infiected word. "Standard scientific con
siderations such as simplicity and generality apply to grammars in much the 
same way as they do to any other theories about natura] phenomena. Otber 
things being equa], a grammar with seven rules is to be preferred to one with 
93 rules" [Gazdar and Mellish, 1989]. 

The current dictionary has a considerable size: '13.000 lemma entries 5 . including 
24,400 nouns, 7,600 verbs, and 11,000 adjectives. The mode! could be used for 
derivative morphology and compounds as well, bul. this has not been clone yet, since 
further linguistic analysis must be clone to specify the features needed to permit 
derivatives and compounds. 

5In these figures are neither included closed categories, nor allomorphs for verb and nomina! 
morphemes. 
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, D.. Apuzzo", P. Asirel!i~ 1 

Abstrad 
This paper presents the design and realization of a software Process model Editor for the 

OIKOS envirornnent. Tiris editor has been realized using 

database management system. Gedblog allows applications, which 

interaction, to be developed and enacted according to a declarative 

sistent design and prototyping of graphic through an :incrementai development 

ami/or we present highlights the: Gedblog 

system features: 

1 
The main goal of this paper is to give some evidence that dedarativeness supports 

applications prototyping quite well. In this perspective, the Gedblog system [As94, As95a, 
As95b] h::>.s been used to realize the approach. Beside the of new concepts 
and techniques provided by Gedblog, the main contribulion relies in the realization of a com
plex, non-toy application by means of it. The presented here is a graphic editor for 
OIKOS [Ap94] that allows to handle software process rnodel schemata. 

Gedblog is a deductive database management system for the validation and exeeu-
tion of interachve graphlcal applications. The main feature of the system :is :its declarativeness 
which allows users to develop their own Btpplications in a compositional and consistent (vvith 
respect to the assessed requirernents) fashion. This permits the representation of 
concepts and their dedarative semantics to be combined within a tmiform, logic framework. 
An important feature of the system is the provìsion of an constraints checking mech-
anism which permits to prove properties of the under A 
appw~atwn is designed through a step by step refinement of d1e '"'u""''"'"" 
tion is developed consistently with respect to the defined integrity constraints thai c an be con
sidered as ilie requirements tha! the application must 

The application lrnowledge is as a deductive database [Sp84, Za90, We76] 
spread ìnto multiple extended logic ti'l:eories [Bro90, Mo89]. Each entails a piece of 
application data rnodel and control means of 

• facts and rules to express the 

constraints formulas, to express either 
knowledge, or generai of the ">'l>''-''"a,,,v., 

l. Work partially supported by "Progetto Finalizzato Sistemi hlformatici e Calcolo Parallelo" of C.N.R. 
(National Research Council) and by project "Utilizzo di basi di dati deduttive per lo sviluppo software" 
founded by C.N.R.- Comitato Nazionale per le scienze e le tecnologie dell'L-lformazione (comitato 12) 
"'IntecsSistemi S.p.A- ViaGereschi, 321'isa; e-mail: {aquilino,mimmo}@sole.intecs.it 
"'Istituto Eis.bòrai!one Informazione C.NR -Via S. Marl~~'46 Pisa; e-mail: asirelli@iei.pi.crn.it 
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o transactions to express atomic update operations that can be performed on 

ilie knowlooge-base. 

Graplric are handled the system so fuat a graphic represe~tation: b~ asso-
ciated with a concept The strategy ìs to use a language for the defimtlon ol: gmpbic 
objects :and their ope:rations [He86, Hu86, Pe86, As87a, As87b, Pn90]. Since the representa
tion is rigorously declarative, the graphic shape of 1m object 1s fully detenmned the values 
of its aiiributes, and its visualizalion on finding a proof for the in the database. 
The goal is to combine and non-graphic components i.n the same declarative context. 
Graphic objects, their relz,tionshìps, and the se t of that the user c an. _ .~ ~rill be 
included in the Jt-Jlowledge of the The result of fuis mtegrahon will be l:hat l:he 
overall semantics of the can be affected by constraints only O'l the 
graphic representation and, vice-versa, the graphic . can be affected sem:an-, 
tics. Combin:ing the concepts semantics and their denotatwn w1thin 'a:hc; ~ame context 
it rnakes the tool particul.arly suitable fo:r developing and in the areas 
of visuallanguages [Ch87, He90], graphic interfaces and some aspects of 

2 
The system is implemented """ ""'"'" 
The client side realia.es 

bility. Ìt requlTes-aWfild_;;., mamgement system to run . version w e use ~.::_~~"''"-~ .. ·'- '"' 
[OSTon However, Gedblog da<es not on any parhcular support. A d1fferent 
window system can quite easily be connected. The server ìs the part of the system that deals 
with the ma;1agement. The actual version of the system is implemented 
Pr__0()i/Jf22~J which forms the l:lottom On thìs ~ayer the Logic Kemel and the 
'":ire built. They suppo-rt handling at the l~~?~lleveL 

Vu~::'~\,,_> ·"'-'\.:..;lì': ___ ~ 

~ecl1'tion 
~~J~~--·--=· 

ckets 
n~mmumcatlons 

u•"uumr.; Arclhitecrure 

the man0.gem. These malre avail-

features: 
llllm.J.w·;;; the.oàes management, i.e. U1e '~"-IN'~'"'-""'"0 
isting databases and load them as 
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• transactions management 

• graphic objects management. 

2.1 The Logic Kernel 
In the following, some familiarity with Logic Programmìng and database terminology is 

assumed. Details can be found in [Ll87, Ga84]. 
The kernel of the system consists of a logic theory TKB=TnB + TcoNSTRAINT 

where: · 
TDB is a logic program (facts, i.e. the Extensional component of the DB (ED B) and rules 

the Jntensional component ofthe DB (IDB); · ' 

TcoNSTRAINT are integrity constraint formulas of two kinds: 
- a set of lntegrity Constraints (IC), 
Ak»B1 & ... &B8 

- a set of Contro l formulas 
A1& ... &Am >B1& ... &Bn 

The operator "&" stands for the logica! connective A. 

Jntegrity checking is performed according to [As85]. The two forms ofintegrity formulas 
are used respectively to guarantee i) the construction of "correct with respect to constraints" 
applications (no illegal query will be answered) and ii) to perform controls at the user request. 

2.2 TheDBMS 
The DBMS has been realized following a meta-programmìng approach [Sa86, St85]. It 

consists of the implementation of primitive updating operations plus an interpreter and a theo
rem prover (a Goal evaluator). The interpreter is used to evaluate user-defined updating oper
atious (i.e. transactions). 

The logic theory TKB, described in the previous section is augmented by a meta-theory 
TKBMs= TT + Tpo thatrealizes the management system. 

TT.is the theory ~ftrans~ction defini~ons: a set of clauses that define compound updating 
operations (transacttons) Wlth the folloWing syntax and procedura! interpretation: 

trans := prec #t]& ••• & tn # post 
Tpo is a setof elementary operations provided as a meta-theory with respect to the TKB. 

2.3 The Graphic Language 
The graphic language layer supports a language for the definition and visualization of 

grap~~ objects th~s e~c~g the theory TKBMS by TGRAPH· This theory contains the 
defi~~on of graphic pnnntives, the rules needed to interpret the representations of graphic 
defimùons and the meta-interpreter to visualize graphic objects. 
. Gedblog uses the teclmology supported by Motif [OS] and Xll [Sc86], and integrates it 
~to ~. complet~ly declarative environment. This means that "graphic objects" and ''interac
ùons are spec1fied by a language provided by Gedblog and based on a clausal representation 
according to the following elements: 

• prototypes, i.e. templates of graphical objects; 
• graphic objects, i.e. instances ofprototypes; 

2.4 The Server Managers 
The managers layer defines the services that are provided to access, modify and Ioad the 
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knowledge stored into the server. These services are used by the clients to edit Gedblog 
databases and execute the resulting specifications. 

Theory Manager 
It allows to Ioad multi-theories databases into the logic database server by means of the pre-

defined predicate theory. 

Graphic Frame Manager 
The frame is the abstract logica! space where objects are visualized and available for user 

interaction. In Gedblog the frame is managed in a strictly declarative way. This means that the 
objects on the frame at a certain instant are ali and only those that can be proved (deduced) at 
that time in the knowledge base. This represent the most exclusive feature of Gedblog with 
respect other extensions of Logic Programming with graphics (such as many commerciai Pro
log implementations) and programming languages with graphicallibraries in generai. 

2.5 The Gedblog client side 
The Gedblog client supports the graphical interface for database editing and the execution 

of Gedblog applications. T o do this, i t interacts with the managers level of the server by means 
of a communication protocol based on messages exchange built on top of UNIX sockets. 

Figure 2: A Gedblog database 
The database editor provides a graphical interface to edit Gedblog databases aS a collection 

of multiple, heterogeneous theories. Each theory is visualized in a View-Window, divided into 
four sections respectively for the four different types of formulas. 

Once a database is loaded into the server knowledge-base, the logic specification it defines 
can be executed. The Gedblog client implements the support to this phase. It shows the graph
ical objects that are stored in the logica! frame and calls the transactions activated by the inter-
action of the user with the objects. · 

As transaction execution may update the knowledge-base, the client is also responsible to 
keep the visualized objects and their attributes up-to-date. 
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3 The OIKOS Process Editor 

A very interesting and practical experiment in using Gedblog has been canied out by real
ising a graphical editor for OIKOS. OIKOS [Mo84] is an environment that provides a set of 
functionalities to easily construct process-centred software development environments. In the 
following a brief description of OIKOS is provided. This description will highlight the charac
teristics that have a direct impact with the realisation of the OIKOS editor. 

3.1 Specification 
In OIKOS a software process model is a set of hierarchical entities. Each entity is an 

instance of one of the OIKOS classes and represent a modelling concept. An entity can be 
either structured (i.e. formed by other entities) or simple (i.e. a leafin the model structure). 
OIKOS defines a top-down method to constructprocess models. 1bis method uses two 
descriptions of the entities: abstract and concrete. Abstract entities are introduced first and then 
refined into concrete ones. At the end of the modelling activity an enactable model is obtained 
by adding to the defined entities the needed details. 

The method establishes some constraints about the entities (e. g. a·coordinator entity has 
only a concrete representation) and their use as sub-entities during the model refinement (i.e. 
constraints in the mode! structure, e.g. a desk cannot have, among its sub-entity, a process). 
The entity classes defined in OIKOS are the following: Process, Office, Environment, Desk, 
Cluster, Session, Role and Coordinator. The OIKOS Process editor should provide the model
ler with an environment to easily specify software process models following the OIKOS 
method. It should permit to edit and stoJ:e different models for different users. Different mod
ellers must operate with the editor with the same set of static constraints (i.e. the basic con
straints of the method that cannot be changed because they are an integrai part of the method) 
but they can work with different dynamic constraints (i.e. constraints on alternative ways to 
develop models). The editor interface layout is required to provide: menu for selecting opera
tions, a top level entity to store the edited process, windows to present the informations of dif
ferent entity kinds and dialogs for user inputs. 

3.2 OIKOS Process Editor Database 
This section describes the database that implements the OIKOS Process Editor [Ap94]. An 

overview of the theories that compose the OIKOS Editor database is given, with some expla
nations of the semantics they express. Theories ha ve different purposes: to map the OIKOS 
model into logic predicates, to hold constraints on the modelling process, to define a graphical 
counterpart for OIKOS abstract entities, and to represent the editor layout using the suitable 
Gedblog mechanisms. From the user side, the theories are black-boxes. Users are just required 
to instantiate two theories, in order to load their personal instance of the editor database ( oiko
s.editor theory) and to manage the data specific to the process they create during editor ses
sions (this theory will be referred to as oikos.<process_to_create> ). 

3.2.1 The Database Theories 
The OIKOS Editor Database consists ofthe following theories: oikos.editor, oikos.model, 

oikos.menu, oikos.proto, oikos. <process_to_ edit> 

oikos.editor 
This theory declares the imported theories and instantiates a window to display the root 

process. The theory is also used to record facts regarding the layout of the graphical frame 
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(exposed objects, selected objects, etc.). These facts are inserted by transactions along the 
course of execution sessions. The predicate theory is used to load ali the theories that compose 
the OIKOS editor database, while the predicate object instantiates a window that stores the 
top-level entity of the process model. 

theory('oikos.model'). 
theory('oikos.menu'). 
theory('oikos.proto'). 
theory('oikos.mini_dctu'). 
object(process_row,formDialog([(dialogTitle,string(top_level))l, [l, [ 

link(the_row,rowColumn([(orientation,xmHORIZONTAL)l, [l, [l))l)). 

oikos.model 
This theory introduces the predicates which define an abstract representation of OIKOS 

entities, and the constraints to be satisfied by OIKOS process structures. 
kindc(process) .kindc(office) .kindc(env) .kindc(desk) .kindc(cluster). 
kinda(ang__process) .kinda(ang_office) .kinda(ang_env) .kinda(ang_desk). 
kinda(ang_cluster) .kinda(ang_role) .kinda(ang_ses). 
may(process,ang_desk). 
conc(Name,Kind,Limbo) ==> kindc(Kind). 
conc(Name,Kind,Angel,Res) ==> kinda(Kind). 
part of(Namel,Kindl,Name2,Kind2) ==> conc(Namel,Kindl,Limbo). 
part-of(Namel,Kindl,Name2,Kind2) ==> may(Kindl,Kind2). 
conc(Name,Kind,Limbo) ==> part_of(Name,Kind,Coord,coord). 
The facts with predicates kindc and kinda distinguish angelic entity kinds from concrete 

ones respectively. A set of instances of predicate may is used to de fine the allowed inclusion 
relations among different kinds of entities. Then a set of static constraints is given to model 
OIKOS process models. The first and second constraints state that concrete and abstract enti
ties must have respectively concrete and abstract kind. Notice the use of the may predicate in 
the fourth constraint formula. It states that an entity can be used as a part of another one only 
if the two entity kinds are in the may relation. Notice also that the theory defines only static 
constraints. However, dynamic constraints on the process construction methodology can be 
added by adding a separate theory. 

oikos.menu 
The menu theory builds the graphical object corresponding to the OIKOS Editor main 

menu and attaches transactions to the menu items in order to perform the corresponding 
actions.The menu-bar is realized by a fact in the theory that instantiate a menu-bar prototype, 
a set of facts that defines the prototypes for the pull-down items of the menu and the transac• 
tions to be performed in response to selection events. 

object(main_dialog,formDialog([(dialogTitle,string(menu))l, [], [ 
link ( oikos menu, menuBar ( [l , [l , [ ... 

prototype(obj_pull,pulldownMenu([l, [], [ 
link(coord,pushButton([(labelString,string(coord)), 

(activateCallback, callback (se l (coord))) l, [l, [l)), ... l)) . 
sel(Entity) := selected(Old) #out(selected(Old)) &in(selected(Entity)) 

#true. 
sel(Entity) := true#in(selected(Entity))#true. 
The sel transaction is activated when an entity kind from the objects menu is selected. Its 

effect is to insert a new fact in the logic database (selected(Entity)) thatTecords the entity kind 
that will be created next rime an object create action is performed. The following picture 
shows the menu as it is visualized on the OIKOS Editor layout. 
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Figure 3: The Menu-bar 

oikos.proto 

Oik:os.proto deals with the graphic presentation of entities. It declares the graphical proto
types, the rules upon which the entities visualization depends and the transactions to be acti
vated in response to events occwring on them. According to the specification section, the 
entities that make up an OIKOS process description are: roles, coordinators, desks, clusters, 
environments, offices and processes. All but coordinators have an angelic counterpart. In 
order to attach a graphic representation to OIKOS Entities, consider they have a closed and 
opened status. When they are closed, only the icon representing the entity and the entity name 
are visible. The icons for entities and their angelic counterparts are given by the following 
Table: 

Process Office Env Desk Cluster Role Coord 

Concrete ~ El !li' M 1:11 ~ o . 

Angelic • ~ ~ M v f\J; . 

Thble 1: OIKOS Entities Icons 
Closed entities aì'e graphically represented by the following prototype definitions. 
prototype(rnicrof(Path,Kind,Name),form([(rnarginHeight,l)l, [l, [ 

link(pbl,pushButton([(labelType,xmPIXMAP),labelPixrnap,pixrnap(Kind)), 
(activateCallback,callback(open(Narne)))l, [l, [l)), 

link(lbl,pushButton([(labelString,string(Narne)), 
(activateCallback, callback (set obj (Path, Narne))) l, [l, [l)) l)) . 

This is a compound prototype that contains two buttons. One button shows the entity icon 
while the other one reports the entity name. Transactions are attached to button's activate 
events. The activate event on the icon button is linked to the open transaction by means of the 
callback mechanism. 

As regards open entities, the graphical representation is different, depending on the follow
ing classification: 

Compound Concrete Entities: Processes, Offices, Environments, Clusters and Desks are 
concrete compound entities. They are represented by a specification file written in the Limbo 
language and by the set of parts (sub-entities) that define their structure 

prototype(generalconc(Name,Kind,Lirnbofile), 
formDialog([(dialogTitle,string(Narne))l, [l, [ 
link(fig,pushButton([(labelType,xmPIXMAP), 

(labelPixrnap,pixrnap(Kind)), 
(a et i vateCallback, callback (cl o se (Narne) ) ) l , [l , [l ) ) , 
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link(descr,pushButton([(labelString,string(Narne)), 

(activateCallback, callback (set_active (Narne, Kind) l l l r [l, [l l), 
link(parts,partgrid(Narne,Kind)), 
link(lirnbolab,pushButton([(labelString,string(lirnbo_update)), 

(activateCallback, callback(save_file(Narne!lirnbodef!limbodeftxt, 
'oikos .mini dctu' , Lirnbofile)) ) l, [l, [l) ) , 

link(lirnbodef,l~odefp(Narne,Limbofile)) 
l)). 

EntityKind 
andName 

Parts 

Services Instances 

Figure 4: Compound Entity Instance 

Anr:els: Angels represent the abstract specification of the entity. In Figure 9 an instance of 
an angelic entity is depicted . 

Entity Kind 
and Nome ---.,... 

Concrete 
Button 

Angel 
Definition 

Figure 5: Angelic Entity lnstance 

Concrete Entities: Coordinators and Roles represent low-level entities in the OIKOS proc
ess description. Their definition is directly gìven into the enti.ty of which they are parts. 

The Oik:os .proto theory connects also entities abstract representation to their graphical 
counterpart by the following rules: 

object(Narne,generalconc(Narne, Kind, Lirnbofile)) <--
conc(Narne, Kind, Limbofile) & exposed(Narne). 
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objeet(Name,generalabs(Name, Kind, AngSpee)) <--

abs(Name, Kind, AngSpee) & exposed(Name). 
link(Namel!parts!gridl,Name,mierof(Namel!parts!gridl!Name,Kind,Name))<-

part of(Namel,Kindl,Name,Kind) & kinde(Kind) & exposed(Namel). 
link(N~mel!parts!grid2,Name,mierof(Namel!parts!grid2!Name,Kind,Name))<-

part of(Namel,Kindl,Name,Kind) & kinda(Kind) & exposed(Namel). 
The firstgroup ofrules states that a graphical object is on frame (see section 2.3.2 and 2.4) 

if i:he corresponding entity belongs to the knowledge base and the entity is in opened status 
(exposed). The second group ofrules builds graphical objects corresponding to the parts of an 
open entity. Notice that these rules define the abstract data model of OIKOS process structure. 
A cornpound concrete is defined as an instance of the eone predicate. An angelic 
is modelled by the abs wh:ile the pmts of a compound entity are described by the 
part _ of predicate. The motivation for using two rules to put parts into the graphic grid of a 
com~,ouLnd entity is that we want to mgehc and concrete sub-pmts into different col-
umns. 

This theo:ry records the abstract representations of process entities. In generai, this theory 
vvill be empty when the editor is started for the first time on a process, It will be enriched 

to the user interaciion vvith the editor. 
The following example of this theory defines only the top level entity of a process mode! 

that is called mini dc tu. 
top level(mlnl_detu). 
eonc(mìni_detu,proeess,mini_detu). 
part_of(rnini_detu,proeess,manager_desk,desk). 

3.3 Execution of the OIKOS Editlu Databa:"l.e 

In the execution simulation, we start the editor on the mini_dctu process as ìt is 
the theory Oikos.mini_dctu. At the start-up, the execution engine calls the frame 

manager to obtain the graphic to display. Recall that the frame mmager retums the list 
of objects that can be proved in the logic lrnowledge-base, The that will be 
visualized in this case are the menu bar and the process root icon., as 
base. 

6 shows the top-level representation of process dctu. The process is repre-
an icon, and is in lhe sense that its intemal definition i.s not vi.sible. To open 

m;m the user clicks upon the icon button (the smoking factory). The activate event on 
the button calls the open transaction of the oikos.proto This transaction inserts a ne w 
fact in the Jr,nowledge base: exposed (minì_detu). Now, look at the first rule of 
theory. It states that a compound concrete graphic object is deducible if the corresponding 
entity is defined in the database and it i.s exposed. So, exposing the mini_dctu entity causes 
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this rule to fire, as the fact eone (minì_detu, process, ... ) is true in the kn,owlecHze:-b::~se 
(referto oikos.rnini_dctu The system pops-up t:11e 
mini dctu entity as a concrete entity. The windmv shows the intemal structure of 
the ~ini_dctu process entity. The only that appears in the mini_ dc tu stn1cture :is the 
manager desk. This is due to the fact part_of (mini_dctu,process, manager_desk, . 
d.esk) in theory oikos.mini_dctu, and to rule 5 in theo:r; T o msert a new entlty 
among the mirrl_dctu: parts, first select the entity on which to opemte (in tbis case the , " • 
mini_dctu by clicking its name. TIJs event actlVate a transactwn that mserts the tac, 
aetive (mini_detu, proeess) in the database. 

Then chose the In the a coordìnator for 
the mini_dctu process is created by the coord item from the meni.L. A 
window pops up, because the menu transaction asserts the fact seleeted ( eoord) and the 
rule 

objeet(Kind,dialog(Entity,Etype,Kind))<--
seleeted(Kind) & active(Entity,Etype). 

is defined in the 

8: 

fleld for ihe 
name 

The dialog asks far the nmne of the new A.iter filled up the name field with 
the name new _coord, the user dich the cTea,te button. This action starts a transaction 

mk eone entity(Mother,Kìnd,Type) := 
seleeted(Etype) & get_par(Type!mess!rOI>ll!narnetxt, [ (value,Name)]) & 

kinde (Etype) 
jf out ( seleeted (Etype)) s, in (eone (Name, Type, Name) & 
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in(part_of(Mother,Kind,Name,Type)) 
Jl true. 

that in this case instantiates the new facts eone (ne w_ eoord, eoord, Name) and 

part_of(mini_dctu, process, new _coord, coord). Furthermore, the transaction removes the fact 

seleeted ( eo~~d) , so the dialog is dismissed. Now, the new coordinator is shown among the 

parts of the mrm_dctu process by means of rules in oikos.proto theory. The correctness of the 

new schema is automatically granted by the constraints, which participate to the deduction 
process. 

4 Conclusions 

new_coord 

process: mini_dctu 

input 
froJ!II II'ICW'lager _desk 

sU.rt(Req, P l an, Doc) :-
follatali 

update_plan:- the proje 
abort:- the ~~tanager has 
COOipleted:- the ~tanager-

suecess 

Figure 9: The Final Result 

.we have intro_duced Gedblog, and shown how a graphic application (the OIKOS process 

editor) has been 1mplemented by a collection of Gedblog theories. 

The (graphic) data language is an extension of the language used to define a deductive 

databas~. Th~ syntax i~ based on _Horn logic (definite clauses) and a mechanism is provided to 

h~ndl~ mtegntY_ checking. Integnty constraints can be defined on graphic objects and on their 

v1sualization. ~mce graphic objects are handled within a logic \iatabase, ali the advantages of 

logtc are explmted so that the resulting system is declarative, deductive and its semantics is 

well founded. The fin~ Gedblog ~ystem has been obtained by extending the Iogic database 

management system ~th a graphic language and mapping it to Motif and Xll primitives 

[Sc86]. At the present urne, the system is implemented in C and IC-Prolog [Co93] and runs on 

a Sun 4 workstation under Unix 4.1.x [As90, As94b]. 

. Besides Guided User Interfaces prototyping, one application area that seems to be very 

smtable for a_system like Gedb~og i~ the _vJ.suallanguages area [Ch80, Ch87], since it is very 

~atural to ass1gn, to each graphic obJect, 1ts corresponding operational semantics that usually 

mcludes non graphic information as well. ' ' 

As far as the applications implemented in Gedblog is concemed, the definition of the 

O~OS process editor shows that only a very few rules are needed to define and handle some

thing as complex as this application. The prototype is actually used within the OIKOS team, 

to develop process models for the OIKOS system.It constitutes a success, with resuect other 
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attempts to implement the same graphical editor with standard programming languages and 

GUI support that failed. 
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Abstract 

In this paper, we focus on modular logic languages where module composition is 

performed through union of clauses an d w h ere the set of definitions to be used in order 

to evaluate a goal can be extended during the computation through implication goals. 

In or der to improve the implementation of these languages, we discuss how to speed~up 

the search of (dynamic) bindings for predicate calls, and avoid this search for certainly 

failing computations. We consider the application of static analysis techniques and 

an implementation based on the V\1arren Abstract Machine. In particular, we apply 

abstract interpretation in order to compute the minima! sets of modules (minima/ 

contexts) which are needed for any successful computation fora given predicate. The 

proposed implementation exploits a bit vector represe.ntation for the current set of 

modules and bit~wise operations in order to speed~up the search for predicate binding. 

The results of the analysis are exploited by the implementation in or der to reduce the 

overhead due to failing, unuseful computations. 

1 Introduction 

Several applications both in the Software Engineering and the Artificial Intelligence area 

require some forms of rnodularity and structuring of knowledge. This has rnotivated a 

considerable research effort about modular logic programming which has led to several 

proposals and implemented systems (see [5] fora survey). 

In tbis p a per, we show how to improve the efficiency of modular logic languages. In 

particular, we focus on modular languages having implication goals of the kind D :l G 

(where D is a set of possibly extended clauses, and G is a goal) in the body of clauses. 

The set of defìnitions for goal evaluation can be extended during the computation through 

implication goals, and the resulting language adopts dynamic scope rules. In this respect, 

the current set of definitions is the union of the clauses belonging to the modules involved 

in the implication goals encountered. Thus, clauses can see each others, whichever the 

order of execution of implication goals has been. 

In the case of modular languages adopting dynamic scope rules, the binding of predicate 

calls to definitions has to be performed only at run~time, when the call is raised. The 

binding requires to perform a dynamic search in the run~time program representation. 
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Therefore .. a key point for a successful implementation is t.o reduce the overhea.d due to 
this search. This can be obtaincd in two wa.ys. First .. by avoiding the search when possible. 
Second, by enhancing thc cfficicncy of the search technique adopted. In this paper, we 
fa ce bot h the approaches, an d w e show bow they c an co-exìst in a single implementation, 
based on the ì\'arren Abstract Il1achine. 

\Nith respect to search avoiding, we consider the application of static analysis tech
niques [7] in order to a.void the overbead due to try to bind a predicate which certainly 
leads to failing, unuseful computa.tions. In particular, we use abstract interpretatìon to 
dctermine the minima! context.c the minimal sets of modules) which are needed in 
arder to have a possibly successful computation fora given predicate p. VVhen a. call top is 
raised, if the current set of modnles in use is not a superset of any of the mini mal contexts 
of p, then the computation fails immedia.tely. If no minimal context exists, then the cali 
can be by a failure through a proper progra.m transformation. The impact of 
this kind of analysis is particularly relevant when an explicit representation of the set of 
modules currently in use is maintained by the underlying implementation. 

\Vìth respect to enhancing the efficiency of the search, exìsting implementations for this 
class of languages basically maintain a run-time Iepresentation of the program in terms of 
the list of its component cla.uses. \\Thenever a.n implication goal D :J G is encountered, the 
clauses in D are added to the list, and they are discardedas soon as G is deterministicaliy 
solved or finitely fails. 

:vrost of the implemented systems (see for example [10, 9]) rely on a. run-time program 
representa.tion defined in terms of internal data structures manipulated by the underlying 
engine. Ali these implementations bave some overhead due to the dynamic search of 
predicate definitions. In fa.ct, in [10] a linea.r search takes pla.ce dynamically for each 
predicate cali. whereas in [9] a new hash function has to be computed for ea.ch implication 
goal. 

In this p a per, we propose an implementation w h ere, a.t run-time, the current se t of 
modules in use ( contexi, for short) is represented a.s a bit vector. An implication goal 
involving module mi just amounts to setting to 1 the i-th bit of this bit vector. Moreover. 
a bit vector is associated at compile time to ea.ch predicate p in arder to record the set of 
modules (and addresses of clauses) defining p. \\!hen a cali top is raised, efficient bit-wise 
operations are used for inspecting the current set of modules in order to find predicate 
bindings. Either linear search or the computation of a new hash function a.re no longer 
needed. 

The implementation also exploits the results of the abstract analysis in arder to reduce 
the overl1ead due to failing, unuseful computations. In particular, the set of minima] 
contexts of each predicate p is maintained by the underlying implementation. 1Nhen a calJ 
to p is raised, before determining the binding for it, the system checks if the current set 
of modules in use is a superset of (or is equal to) a t lea.st one minimal context. If this is 
not the case, the cali will certainly lead to a failure, and thus the binding of the predicate 
call is not even searched for. 
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2 The IVIodular Language its Semantics 

f l d l l · l · ge in term of bot h In this section, we give a formal description o t 1e mo u ar ogrc a.ngua 
operationaJ and fixpoint semantics. 

2 .l Syntax an d Operational Semantics 

The modular Ja.nguage we consider is a proper extension of Horn cla.use .logic: i t is in 
t . th t d fi d b" Miller in [11]. provided that no expliot quantrfìca.twn occurs for prac ree a. e ne J - , 

• f implication goals. A program is composed by a s.et of modules. Ea.ch module cons1sts o 
a set of (possibl~· extended) definite cla.uses, and rs rdent1fìe'd' by a un:que ,co~sta~t na~e. 
Clauses can contain implication goals of the kind D :J G m theu o od), "h eL D L 3 

module and G is a goal.. . . · li , · I h . · 1 - per [11] Mille~ he formalized the operatwnal semant1cs of rmp catwn n rs semma pa , " " ., _. · -f goals by extending the provability rela.tion f- for Horn Clauses wnh the followmg lll erence 
rule: 

PUDI--G 
(AUGMEJ'n) 

In the foliowing discussion, we will assume that modules are designateci .by na.mes, and 
that the same na.me ma.y h ave multiple occurrences in a program. In part1cula.r, modules 
can be introduced as named collections of cla.uses a.nd progra.ms can be structu~~d as 
collections of modules each one dedicateci to answer a speCJfìc class of quenes. vr~ss-

.c · b t nodules ~nd module-composition can then be accounted for rel}mg relerenCing e \veen I .. a, - l G . t h k' f implication "oals If in module M, the answer to a goa ' reqmres on el wolr mgs of d l "' b: ]oa.ded' th~n we will simplv enforce the evaluation of G that t 1e c auses o m o u e J'" 1 c , • " 
in the composition of M and M 1 by means of the implication goal "\!f1 :J G. . . " 

For reasons of nota.tional convenience, we will often a.dopt the conventwnal Proloo 
syntax for clauses and write implication goais as lVi » G where Af 1s a module name. In 
doing so, we will also assume that a clause A:-G1 , ... ,Gn is in normal form, 1.e., that a.ll 
the variables occurring in it are universaliy qua.ntJfied. 

Example 2.1 Let us consider the following progrom: 

m1: delete_or_append(X,Y,Z):-m4»r(X,Y,Z). 
m2: dele·te(X, [], []). 

delete(X,[XIY], Z):-delete(X,Y,Z). 
m3: append([] ,X,X). 
m4: r([X],Y,Z):-delete(X,Y,Z). 

r(X,Y,Z):-append(X,Y,Z). 
delete(X, [UIY], [UIZ]) :-delete(X,Y,Z) · 
append ([X l U] , V, [X l\~]): -append(U, V, W) · 

/(nowledge a.bout list manipu.la.tion predicates is split .into severol modules. Nfodule ~~l 
defines pr-edicate delete_or _append/3 which causes, m pract~ce, through pred~cate r .,3 
defined in module m4, a non-deterministic selection between the append operatz~n ( defined 
· d z 3 d 4 1 ond the del"·te operation ( defined m m.odules m2 an d m4). ~n mo u es m an · m ! · · - ( [ ] [ b d f] X) ,uccceds In this program, the goalmJ.»m3>>delete_or_append g, a, ,c, ,e, ' c , 

with answer X/ [g, a, b, c, d, e, f] . 
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Other modular languages with the same structure, but adopting more strict scoping rules 

have been proposed by many authors (e.g., [8, 12, 4]). Fora survey referto [5). 

2.2 Fixpoint Semantics 

In [3), the authors provide a model-theoretic and fixpoint semantics for the modular Jan

g.uage here prese~ted. ~he two declarative semantics are proved equivalent to the opera

tw~al one. In this sectwn, we recall the fixpoint semantics since it will be adopted as a 
basJs for the abstract analysis ( see section 3). 

Let P be a program and M p the set of names of the modules of P. The Herbrand 

base of P, Bp, is de:fined as usual [14) as the set of all the ground atomic formulas built 

from the. ~erb_r~n.d universe of P. The Herbrand universe is the standard one. and we 
suppose Jt JS dJSJomt from the set of module names M p. , 

Definitio.n 2.2 Let P be a program. The.set of program compositions (contexts) which 

can be buzlt /rom the modules of P is defined as: C p= Powerset(Mp ). 

Being Mp finite, Cp is finite as well. 

Definition 2.3 Let P be a program. The extended Herbrand base is defined as: 

Bcp ={(c, A) l c E Cp,A E Bp} 

An interpretation is any subset of Bcp. 

Th~s, the. interpretation domain is the powerset of Bcp, and it is a complete lattice under 
set mcluswn. 

Definition 2.4 Given a context c, a goal formula G and an interpretation J we denote 

by c l= I G the fact that G is true in c with respect to I. ' 

The immediate consequence operator is defined in terms of the following truth relation. 

De:finition 2.5 Let P be a progrcim, I ç Powerset(Bcp ), A E Bp, M E Mp and G c1 

G2 goal formulas, an d c E C p. The truth relation 1= I is defined as follows: ' ' 
c FI T 

ci=rA iff (c,A)EI 
ci=IG1,G2 iff ci=IGI Il ci=IG2 

ci=IM::JG iff {M}Uci=IG 

Definition 2.6 Let P be a program. The transformation function 

Tp : Powerset(Bcp) >-> Powerset(Bcp) 

is defined as follows: 

Tp(J) ={({m} U c, A) l :3 G :l A E ground(m) Il m E Mp Il c FI G} 

where ground( m) represents the grounded version of m 's code. 

As proved in. [3), this transformation function is monotone and continu~;~nd therefore has 
a least fixpomt. 
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3 The Abstract Analysis 

In this section, we show how abstract interpretation techniques can help in improving the 

implementation of dynamic modular logic programs. 

The aim is to statically determine, for each predicate symbol p occurring in a given 

program P, the minimal contexts (i. e., the minima! sets of modules) which are needed in 

order to possibly have a successful computation. More precisely, if a call to a predicate 

p is raised in a set of modules C (i.e., a context) which is not a superset of (or equal to) 

any minima! context of p, then the computation for p will certainly lead to failure, and 

therefore it is convenient to raise a failure immediately. Notice that the fact that C is 

equal or is a superset of sòme minima! context of p does not guarantee that a successful 

computation for p exists. In this respect, the condition above is only a necessary but not 

a sufficient condition. 
The analysis of modular logic languages has also been considered in [6). In that work, 

Codish et al. develop an abstract interpretation for the compositional semantics proposed 

in [2) for open logic programs. In the modular language considered in [6], however, a 

program consists of a set of modules composed by definite clauses only. Thus, no lin

guistic extension is introduced, and module composition can be seen as a meta-linguistic 

approach (see [5) for discussion). This allows to also obtain the nice property of having 

a compositional analysis: altering one module does not require to re-analyse the entire 

program. 
Our a.pproa.ch is different in two respects. First, we consider a richer class oflanguages, 

also encompassing QznamJ.~~~n. For these languages no compositional 

semantics has been deve]oped till now, and thus the analysis we develop is not composi

tional as well. Furthermore, we develop an abstract interpretation of a fixpoint semantics 

with the specific purpose of improving efficiency by avoiding expensive, unsuccessful com

putations. 

3.1 The Abstract Domain and Transformation Function 

For the concrete domain, TJ, we rely upon the de:finitions introduced in section 2.2. In 

particular, 1J is defined as the powerset ofthe extended Herbrand base (see definition 2.3): 

1J = Powerset(Bcp) 

De:finition 3.1 Let Pp denote the set of predicate symbols occurring in program P. We 

define 'D"' = Powerset(Cp X 'Pp) 

We associate with the domain 'D"' a pre-order relation, !;;;pre> defined as follows. 

Definition 3.2 Let I"' and J"' be two elements of 'D"'. W e say that I"' !;;;pre J"' iff 

V(c,p) E l"' :J(c',p) E J"': c' ç c. 

To get a partial order, it suffices to consider the domain 'D"' modulo the equivalence relation 

induced by the pre-order !;;;pre by grouping together those sets that are equivalent with 

respect to !;;;pre [13]. Two sets I and J belong to the same equivalent class iff I !;;;pre J 

and J !;;;pre I. 
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Let [D"] denote the quotient of D" with respect to çpre· The equivalence classes are 
partially ordered by ç_,: far eqcivalence classes P. Q E [D"'], P ç Q iff far all A E P an d 
B E Q, A çpre B. Let [I"] represent the eqcivalence class containing the set I" E Da. 

We choose [Der] as abstract domain. It can be proved that [Der] equipped with the 
partial arder ç is a complete lattice, with bottom element l_ er = [0], and top element 
F = [{(Cp,p) i p E 'Pp }]. 

Abstraction is performed by the function a, defined as a = Pred o .M in o { _} w h ere: 

• Pred: D>-+ D" is such that VI E D: 

Pred(I) = {(c,p) l (c, A) E I /\ p is the predicate symbol of A} 

• M in: D">-+ D" is such that 'VI" E Der: 

Min(Ier) = {(c,p) l ,ll(c',p) E JCf: c'C c} 

e {-} :Da >-+ [Der] maps I" E D" to [Ier) 

In practice, the function Pred abstracts each atom A E Bp with its predicate symbol p. 
As concerns function M in, a set of contexts, C( q), can be associated with each predicate 
symbol q appearing in a given interpretati an Ia E D": 

C(q) ={c l c E Cp A (c, q) E JCf} 

The powerset of C(q) is a complete partial arder: each chain in this set represents the 
contexts associated to q linked together by the (usual) subset relation c. Function M in 
reduces each set C( q) of I" to the set composed by only the lower bound elements of each 
chain. In other words, the function M in eliminates from the setI"' all couples (c,p) such 
that c :J c'A (c',p) E r. Far this reason, each context c appearing in Min(Ia) is said to 
be minima!. Finally, function { -} maps elements of Da in equivalence classes of [D"']. 

Let us now introduce the concretization function: 

Definition 3.3 The concretization function ì : [Der] >-+ D is defined as follows: 

V[r] E [D"]: ì(W]) = {(c,A) l (c, p) E I A I E WJ A p= pred(A) A A E Bp} 

Therefore, for an equivalence class [{(c',p)}] E [D"'], function ì generates all the 
couples (c, A) E D such that A E B p ha ve predicate symbol p, an d c' ç c. In practice, 
besides mapping predicate names into ground atoms, ì builds a set of chains having c' as 
the lower bound, thus generating ali possible contexts including c'. 

Assuming the ordering relationship ç on the concrete domain D and the ordering 
relatimiship ç on the abstract domain [D"'], it can be pi:oved that the abstraction function 
a is total and monotone. Furthermore, the pair of functions a and ì yields a Galois 
insertion [7]. 

Proposition 3.4 Given (D, ç) and ([D"], ç), the following properties hold: 
(i) a is total a.nd monotone; 
(ii) ì is total and monotone; 
(iii) \Id E D: d ç ì(a(d)); 
{iv) \Id" E [D"']: a(ì(d")) =d". D 
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Relying upon definition 2.61 we de:lìne the abstract transform.ation function, T~, as 
the composition: T~ = a o Tp o 7 As usual, the abstract analysis of the given program P 
should iteratively apply the transform.ation function T~, starting from the set ..L a = [0], 
until the least :fixpoint is reached. In practice, the least :fixpoint is a set of couples {(c, p)} 
where each element represents a minima/ contezt (c) that might (but doesn't guarantee) 
lead to a successful computation for an atom A such that: pred(A) =p. The advantage 
is that we can statically determine which contexts will certa.lnly lead to failure for A (i.e., 
ali contexts that do not include any context beionging to couples in T~ i w), and thus we 
can avoid to execute certa.inly un'UIIIIhl computations. 

Example 3.5 Let us consider the program of ezample 2.1. We are interested in finding, 
for each predicate symbol of Pp, the minimal contezts which are separately needed for a 
possibly successful computation, throtJflh the iterated application of the abstract function, 
as follows: 
T~ i O = ..l a = [0) 
T~ t l= a(Tp("f(..La))) = {({m2},delete),({m3},append)} 
Tft i 2 =T~ i l U {({m2,m4},r),{{m3,m4},r}} 
Tft i 3 =T~ i 2 U {({ml, m2},delete.or..append), ({ml,m3},delete...or..append)} 
Finally, in the nezt iteration T~ reaches its least fo;point: 
T~i4=~i3=T~iw 
Thus, from the results of the abstract analysis we can conclude that any call to predicate 
delete..or _append certainly fails if neither m1 and m2 nor 1111 and .m3 belong to the current 
contezt. 

4 The Implementation 

The implementation of a modular logic language based on implication goals must ta.ke 
into account the dynamic evolution of the strutture of a program, and thus support the 
dynamic update of the bindings for a predicate cali. Accordingly, the implementation 
must provide adequate data structures for the run-time representa.tion of a program. 

The treatment of implication goals conceptually amounts to "asserting" and "retract
ing" program clauses. Since implication goals can be nested arbitrarily, severa.! nested 
applications of these operations may have to be performed at run-time. However, the 
assertion and retraction of program clauses follows a stacking discipline, and may be as 
such implemented using a run-time stack. Of course, ba.cktracking will need special trea.t
ment as it may require the reinstatement of a program "asserted" at earlier stages of the 
computation. 

A natural way to think about the run-time representation of a program is in term.s of 
the list of its component clauses. Whenever an implication goal D :::> G is encountered, the 
clauses in D are added to the list, and as soon as G is detertninistically solved or :lìnitely 
fails, they are discarded. 

In the following, we present an implementation for the language introduced in section 2. 
This implementation extends the Warren's Abstract Machine ( de:lìned by D.H.D. Warren 
in (15]) with new instructions and data structures, and exploits the results of the abstract 
analysis described in section 3. The implementation provides separate compilation of each 
module. Albeit, this feature is not fully expoited by the propesed analysis sin~.~ 
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,~g.]]lpq_sitigr:<J,L Throughout this section, we assume familiarity with the workings of the 
WAM. 

4.1 The Bit Vector Irnplementation 

Each module of a program P is separately compiled. Moreover, for each predicate p, the 
compiler produces the following structures, maintained in the code area of the program: 
(l) a predicate vector, i.e. a bit vector recording the modules where predicate p is defined. 
If p has a definition in module m;, for instance, then the i-th bit of the predicate vector 
of p is set to l; (2) a predicate frame. This data structure records. for each module m; 

defining p, the address of the first instruction for p in m; 's compii ed code. 
Since module composition corresponds to union of clauses (see the AUG111ENT rule 

in section 2), the implementation maintains the dynamic representation of a program (i.e., 
the set of modules currently in use or context) through a bit vector (with dimension equal 
to the number of modules of the program). At each instant of the computation, the run
time representation of the set of clauses in use is, in practice, given by the current context. 
In terms of the bit vector representation, if module m; belongs to the current context, the 
i-th bit is set to l. In the underlying extended WAM, a new register CR mainta.ins the 
current context as a bit vector1 . CR register is possibly modified when an implication goal 
is encountered. The new WAM instructions augment and shrink are added for handling 
implication goals. Far instace, the implication goal m> >p( t) is compiled into the following 
code: 

augment m 

call p/1 
shrink 

l* put of arguments for goal p *l 

The augment instruction has the module name (say mi) as argument, and sets to l the 
corresponding bit (say i-th) of CR. The previous value of CR is copied in a continuation 
register (CCR), saved in the environment. The shrink instruction restores the previous 
value of GR from CCR register. 

Furthermore, the content of CR is ~aved in the choice point, and restored upon back
tracking. 

As concerns the binding of predicate calls, in the standard WAM the address used by 
the call and the execute instructions is statically determined. In the irnplementation 
of dynamic modular languages, instead, this address rnust be determined dynamically. 
Deterrnining the bindings between predicate calls and definitions represents the major 
source of run-time overhead for these systerns as the cost of binding resolution amounts 
to one look-up access in t.he program representation to determine the correct address for 
the calL 

Thanks to the bit vector organiza;tion, the cost for binding predicate calls can be 
notably reduced. In fact, binding a predicate call for p requires only to perform intersection 
operations between CR. register an d the predicate vector of p, and then to access the proper 
code in the predicate frame of p. To this purpose, in the implementation two registers 

1 The current irnplementation supports a program with a.t most 32 modules (32 bits for CR) but it can 
be stra.ightforwa.rdly extended to cope with a larger number of modules. 
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are added to the WAM, repreoonting the predic~te vector (P'I), and the fraxne 
address (PA). Iloth these registers are aaved in the cl:mice point2 • Wb.en. a eall instruidkm 
is raised fo:r predka:te p, the predicate vecto:r of p is loaded in FV register, and a refereiH.e 
to the predicate frame of p is loaded in PA register. ilf the bit-wioo intersection hetween 
P'\ì and CR is not mill, then, fo:r each bit oot to one i-th), the wrresponding i-th slot 
of the predicate frame is accessed in order to get the add:ress of procedure p ·of the i-tl:J. 
module of the prog1·am. Then, the i-th bit of l'li ia teset to O. It .is worth to notke 
sin ce moduies a.:re acceased in order of pooition withln the PV vocto;r, we :rely on an 
o:rdering among them. 

Since each predieate can be de:li.ned in s<Sve:ral unita, we have to handle ilnter-modul.e 
non-determlnism. To thls purpose, before accessing the wde for p through tl:J.e vn,u!•cao,te 

frame, a choice point is always ill.ocated, even if p is determ.iruetic. fu thls way, the 
informati.on about the set of defillitions not yet used but to be conside:red for a 1-"'''u.!'L<M•"' 
(represented by the bit-wise inierseciion of PIJ a.nd CR and by the value of is sa,ved in 
the choice point, and restored when intra-module badrtracki.ng failil, In order to maintain 
a si.ngle data 3kucture for hand.ling both ìnte:r- and i.ntra- module try and 
try ..!IEUllBIIJ instructions eet PV register to n il. 

The bit vector implementation also avoida to allocate severa! times ihe same modul.e in 
the program representation. Thls ia, i.nsiead, a pwblem in other implementàtions where 
the treatmel1t of implication go:als may result in ihe same module adivation 
severa! times to the programa representa.tion (e.g., when we have rocursion an 
im.pl.ication goal). Thls has a potential dra.wback since it m.ay cause uaeless sea.rchlng to 
be perfm·med, and the sa.me solution to be produced several timeE. In 01.H' implem.entation, 
instead, the number of copies of any module in a progr<illl. repreoontation is r<ll8trir.ted to 
just one. In fact, the program represent.t.tion is interpreted M the union of (the da;uses 
component modul.es. lllence, multiple occurrenc<ll8 of the sa.me modul.e are sa.fely avoided. 

The abstract analysis preoonted in aedion 3 yielda for each predicate p the set of mhumal 
contexts that are necessary fl[)r a succ<ll8sful computation for p. Th.is informat.ion can be 
employed during the romputation to avoid to raise a cali when it will certairJ.y fail 

fu the followi.ng, we refeT to the implementation schema desnibed in 4.1. Th.is schem;;. 
ia further extended by considering ~he results produced the abat:ract analysis. More ln 
detail, we ru;sociate with each predicate p of the program its minimal ronterts. Vie call. 
thls set the !abel of p. Ea.ch minimal context in the label of p is represented by a, bit vedoL 
For instance, if a module m; belongs to a minima! context c, the i-th bit in the vectm 
rep:resenting c is set. With thls representation schema, a c~lJ. to a predicate p a, 
dynam.ic check of the current context. If the current context in use is a supel:".Jet of (or 
is equa! to) a particular minimal context, the call might lead to a st\tcessful computation; 
otherwise (Le., none of the minima! contexts of predica.te p is a subset of - or 
the current context), tb.e call will certainly lead to a f<illu:re and therefore can be 
avoided. 

Each comparison betwoon the cm:rent eonte:d (repre.sented by the content of CR reg
ister) and one of the clement of the lai'Jel of predicate p can be easily implemented 
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bit-wise logic operations between bit vectors. In fact, being vp,J the bit vector associated 
with the j-th minimal context Cj of p, the check is performed by the sequence of twa logic 
aperations: (l) one bit-wise AND aperation between CR and vp,ji the result (r) represents 
the intersectian between the context and the minima/ context c5; (2) one bit-wise EXOR 
aperation between vp,j an d r. If the result is the null vector (i. e., ali zeros) the current 
context is a superset of (or equal t a) the minimal context, a>nd the cali top is raised sin ce 
it might lead to success. No further check has to be done. 

In case of a not null result, CR has to be campared with the remaining mìnimal contexts. 
Only if ali checks give a not null result the cali to predicate p will be discarded. 

The averhead imposed by this modification is related to the number of minimal con
texts returned by the abstract analysis for each predicate p. In particular, the number 
of comparisons between bit vectors is less or equal ta the. number of minimal contexts 
associated with p. However, the cast af each comparison is very limited, due to the very 
low cast af bit-wise operations. Moreover, i t is worth t a noti ce that the high est overhead 
is generated: (l) in the case of a failing cali, sin ce CR has to be compared with ali minimal 
contexts; or (2) when only the last minima! context is a superset of CR. In the first case, 
the overhead is largely balanced by the advantage deriving fram avoiding the cali; the 
second case, instead, is made less probable by ordering the minima! contexts in decreasing 
order of size. 

In the following example, we estimate the benefits deriving from the use ofthis madified 
version of the implementation schema. 

Example 4.1 Let us consider the progmm of example 2.1 and its analisys shown in ex
ampie 3.5: 

T? l w= {({m2}, delete), ({m3}, append), ({m2, m4}, r), ( {m3, m4}, r), 

( {m l, m2}, delete..or _append), ( {m l, m3}, delete_or _append)} 

The set of minimal contexts obtained far this program can be represented by the following 
predicate labels: 
L( delete_or _append) = {[1, l, O, 0], [l, O, l, O]} 
L( del et e) = {[0, l, O, O]} 
L(append) = {[0,0,1,0]} 
L(r) = {[0, l, O, 1], [O, O, l, l]} 
Let us considerthe top goal:- m1»m3»dele·te_or_append([g], [a,b,c,d,e,f], X). In 
this case, the use of abstract analysis can avoid to mise an expensive cali to the predicate 
delete. In fact, when the cali to r is raised, the first clause in m4 is activated. Ajter the 
unification, the abstract machine compares the value of CR ([1, O, l, l]) with the rninimal 
contexts in label L(delete) in arder to test if CR is a superset of (or equal to) at least 
one them. The check gives an unsuccessful result, and the cali to delete is therefore 
avoided. It is worth to notice that without this check, the cali to delete predicate would 
have caused a number of applications of the delete clause in m4 equal to the length of 
the second argument of delete_or _append (i. e., equal to six in the example a bave}, be fare 
reaching a failure condition (due to the non visibility of module m2). 

In the example above, the a.bstra.ct machine globaliy executes, in the worst case, seven 
comparisons between CR and predicate minimal contexts; as shawn before, each check is 
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performed with a cauple of bit-wise operatians. Thus, the additional load due to these 
checks is the ane generated by 14 bit-wise aperations between vectors. Therefore, the 
overhead imposed in the run-time support, when exploiting abstract analysis results, is 
much lower than the gain of efficiency due to the avaidance of six delete recursive calls 
in m4, plus the consequent backtracking. 

Moreover, thanks ta the analysis, in some cases we can further reduce the overhea.d 
due to the run-time checks. In particular, as soon as a. cali to a predicate p that has just 
one minimal context associated with is raised, the check is perfarmed for p but not for 
su bsequent su bgoals. 

With respect to existing implementations of modular systems with dynamic scope rules 
[lO, 9], the bit vector implementation substantialiy improves both the search of predicate 
bindings and the treatment of implication goals. Eìther linear search (performed in [10]) 
or the creation of a new access function for predicate binding (performed in [9]) are no 
longer needed, and predicate binding is simply obtained by bit-wise operations. 

We have compared the performance of the bit vector implementation with that of 
the system described in [10]. Detailed results are reported in [1]. For the =everse 
program, when partitioned into severa! modules, the overhead due to the predicate binding 
and the treatment of implication goals is reduced of about fifty percent if the bit vector 
implementatian is adopted instead of that in [10]. 

5 Conclusions 

In this paper, we have facused on modular logic languages with implication gaals and 
dynamic scope rules, and discussed on haw to improve their implementation by using 
static analysis techniques and a bit vector representation. In particular, we have applied 
abstract interpretation in order to reduce the overhead due to failing, unuseful computa
tions. Moreover, the bit vector representation reduces the overhead due to the dynamic 
search of predicate bindings and the handling of implication goals. The bit-vector im
plementation can exploit quite directly the results of the analysis: the resulting abstract 
machine provides a non-neglectable reduction of the overhead due to failing calis because 
af the absence of some needed module in the current context. The implementation is an 
extension af the Warren Abstract Machine. The first prototype has been written in C, 
and runs on different platforms. 

Future work will be devoted to test both the implementatian and the impact of the 
analysis on more significant examples. It is worth ta notice, hawever, that the abstract' 
analysis results could be similarly used to improve ather implementatians such as those 
described in [10, 9]. The impact of the analysis on these systems will be a subject far 
future work. Moreover, we plan ta investigate how to extend the analysis in order ta 
reduce backtracking. In practice, we would like to introduce a form of indexing on program 
clauses in order be able t o fin d the right clause t o apply on the basis af the current context. 
To this purpose, we need a more sophisticated analysis that is able ta distinguish between 
different clauses defining the same predicate and therefore associates rnimimal cantexts 
with them. 
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Abstract 

This paper outlines an abstract machine design for a lazy functional logic 
language. Our aim is to integrate into an existing narrowing machine ([6, 
9, 10, 12]) the demand driven strategy for lazy narrowing presented in [11}. 
The underlying narrowing machine is a combination of a particular reduction 
machine with mechanisms for uni:fìcation and backtracking based on the War
ren's Abstract Machine ([1, 15]). We have modified and extended it in order 
to ful:fil our purposes. Trying to illustrate what is to be done, we focus the 
presentation on a running example. 

Keywords: Abstract machines, functional logic languages, lazy narrowing, 
demand driven strategy. 

Introduction 

Functional and logic prograrnrning are the rnost irnportant declarative prograrn
rning paradigrns, and its integration has been extensive'ly investigated during the 
last decade. The operationals~rnal1~ics ()f{lazy) fum~tioiJ.aJ)()gi<:;}a!lguages is based 
o n (lazy) narr-~;Ing:- Inforrnally, narrowing is a natural extension of ;ed~cti~n t~ in: 
corp~-r;;:t~ unifi~ation. For a survey on the development of the operational sernantics 
as well as on i~plernentation rnethods of functionallogic languages, see [7]. 

A cornrnon di:fficulty within all irnplernentations of lazy narrowing is t o fiE~ g9od 
cornput<l:!i()n_st_r(l.t~gi~s 1 which avoid repeated evaluations of argurnents and "rnini
~i;~;, the risk of non-terrnination. A naive cornputation strategy willlead to rnany 
repeated evaluations of argurnents. Additionally, its interaction with backtracking 
rnay lead to non-termination, as it has been shown in [6]. A proposal that tends to 
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